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ABSTRÃ-CT

A sudd.en and rapid decl-ine in fertility occurred in the

province of Quebec between 1951 and L97L. The question arises

as to what underlying factors have affected the transition from

high to low fertility. The present study is addressed' to this

questi-on. The purpose of this thesis ís to attentpt to formulate

a sociological explanation of the fertility decline in Quebec.

Past research has indicated tþat fertility decline is

often associated with socio-economic development. In this

thesis fertili.ty is considered as a response to the structural

changes in Quebec aS the province undergoes the process of

development. Based upon theoretical and empirical reasons five

variables are selected as indicators of socio-economic develop-

ment. These are: urbanization, industríaLLzaLion, education,

income and \,vomen in labour force. The postulated. relationships

between the independent variables and fertility and the causal

ordering of the independ-ent variables are stipulated in a path

model. I In this model Urbanization and Tndustrialization are

.""o*.d to be exogenous variables; Education, Income and Women

in Labour Force the endogenous variables; and Fertility the

dependent variable. Path analysis is used to tesù the model.
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Two sets of cross-sectional data, taken from the 1951

and 1971 Censuse,s, are used in the analysis. It is found

that in 1951 the independent vàriabIes, with the exception
,'':' 

of Education, are significantly correlated with fertility.

Results of the regression analysis reveal that the variables

:.

'', Women in Labour Force is found. to have the largest negative

; effect on fertility. Urbanization has a positive direct effect
'

on fertilitlz, but the total indirect effects are found to be

negative. The other independent variables have relatively

less effects on fertitity. The differences between the

observed and estimated. correlations are small, thus indicating

that the model is mathematically ad'equate '

The same independent variables are found- to be negatively 
l

correlated with fertility in 1971. However, they only explain 
,

i,' 3L.z per cent öf the total variance. rncome shows the largest 
,'1i..,

,.,, negative effect on fertility; and the direct influence of ' ,,,,:

| -- r-'rñ J- 
:l '

Education has increased. The large negative effect of WLF j-n

l95l has disappeared. in Ig7L. In testing the mathematical

, adequacy of the model it is found that the differences between

'l ----^-1 --J 1-&ìnne ârô \rêr\z qma]l it'',.ti: 
__.the observed and est,irnated correlations are very small.
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The, findings suggest that the relationship between
Ifertilitll and development may be more complex than is concep-

, tualized: It is tentatively suggested. that longitudinal

analyses of time-series change may reveal the dynamics of

change and the effects on fertility in gireater d.etail than

cross-sectional analyses. The relationship between Women in the
rLabour Force and fertitity cannot be explained by any obvious

reason. It is hbped that future research will ínvestigate

this problem, The incorporation of.other structural, social

, psychological, and intermediate variables outlined by Davis and

gtaL" (1956) in tfre må¿et is recommended for future research.
lr
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CIIAPTER ONE

EXPLATNING HUMAI{ FERTTLITY

Introductíon

Human fertility is a social fact. It is the result

of a complex pattern of human behaviou.r. The universal link '

between fertitity and social institutions such as marriâ9e,

the family and kinship systems, and the cultural norms and values

regarding sexual behaviour and the desirable number of children'

attests to the social aspect of human reproduction" The in-

stitutionalization of sexual intercourse, conception and

gestation signifies the social prescription for reproductive

behaviour. Moreoverr âr increase or a decline in fertility

has a direct bearing on society in that it may cause far-

reaching consequences for the population composition and the

socio-economic structure. Hence, the study of human fertility
I

is a b,ona f ide sociological concern. It is generally agreed

that 
i

sociological quest.ions about population processes
,.. conðeptualize population processes as elements
of the bróader social system. They deal with the

i determinants and consequences of population pro-
cesses as these represent part of the social fabric.

(Goldscheider, L9722 27)

I



Accordin gLy, fertitity can validly be examined within the
lsocial context

I
l

I
I

Fertility can be studied. either as an independent or

as a dependent variable. The former approach focuses on the

effects of the variations in fertility on the population

composition and the socio-economiq structure. More commonly

in the'Iiterature, however, it is treated as a dependenÈ

variable. Trends in fertility are conceptualized as the

result of various social processes. The present study takes

the lattèr approach. The main concern here is to formulate a

i

sociolågical explanation of the decline in Quebec's fertility
1

between 195I and Lg|L. An attempt will be mad'e in this thesis

to d.elineate a set of socio-demographic variables which are

assumed to have affected. the reproductive pattern in that'

province. To this end, this thesis will (l) glean from

existing tneories and models of human fertility those social

determinants applicable to Quebec, and (2) subject these

variables Lo empirical verification to see to what extent

Quebec's fertility decline can be explained by them.

Quebec's Fertility Transition

Traditionally, Quebec has had a long history of very

high fertility. In recent years, however, the birth rate



dropped precipitously. A sudden and rapid decline occurred

in the 1960s; and in a few years brought about a complete

reversal in the fertility trend. Since the late I960s a new

Lendency towards a very Iow birth rate emerged.

The changes in Quebec's fertility rate may be

summarized as foll-ows. It has been estimated that at the

beginning of the English regíme in L770r Quebecrs birth rate

was 64.9 per 1,000 population, and was 45.8 per 11000 at the

time of Confederation in 1867 (Henripin, L9722 2L3-231).

Between the years 1871 and 1921 the birth rate showed remarkable

constancy. Although the birth rate dropped to 37.6 per 11000

in 192L, it was stitl very high -- then the highest, in point

of fact, among all the Provinces in Canada (see Tab1e 1). The

gradual decline in Quenecrs fertility continued in the 1920s

and 1930s" In the same period, the birth rates in Ontario,

the Prairie Provinces and British Columbia showed a similar
I

decline. blevertheless, Quebects rate in 1939 (25.6 per 1'000)
i

was higher than the rates in the other Provinces with the
ì

exceptl-on of New Brunswick and Newfound.land. From 1940 to L947,
Ia slíght increase in fertility rate occurred in all the

Provinces. Quebec's birth raLe climbed to 31.I in 1947. By

this time, the birth rates in the Maritime Provinces had

caught up with Quebec's; while Ontario and the Western Provinces

still had. a slightly lower fertility. Following the short-term

r".- ..:.- .-..
:.. . ; :.. _. ."
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increase from L}|O-A], ferLility in Quebec declined again'
i

tlowevet'f the drop v¡as not at all rapid. The birth rate j'n
j

1948 was 30.3 per 11000. It remained almost consLant up to

1959. Fertility rates in Ontario and British Columbiar oo the

other hand, increased slightly in the years 1950 to L957

During this time Ontario's rate rose from 24.3 to 26.8, and

,

British Columbiats rate also increased from 23.8 to 26'I'

The continued decline in Quebec, coupled with the slight'

increase in ontario and British columbia, resulted in a

reduction in the fertility differential among these provinces '
i

In fact, the birth rates in these provinces showed a strong
i

tendency towards convergence in the late 1950s'

From 1960 0n there hTere indications of a dramatic

fertility decline in Quebec. The birth rate droppe<i from 26'8

per 1f000 in tr960 to 2L.2 per 11000 in 1965. The corresponding

rates for Ontario and British Columbia in 1965 were 20'7 and

18.7 respectively. Thus, the three provincesr fertility

converged. in the mid-196

in the next few Years.

0s. Quebec's rate continued to plunge

In short, the decline jt-!þe-1960s

accelerated to such an extent that in fgq!-Bllgbec's rate of 16'3

Þer L000 was the lowest in Canadal In 1971 a record low of

14.8 per 11000 was reported. Thus, within ten years (1961 to

1971) the birth rate dropped by 11.3 per Ir000'

.r'',iì.-r:",
i:ì;::'r1



Viewedfromtheperspectiveofpopulationreplacement,

euebec's fer¡ility trend in tfre I960s was atarming' If the

decline continues at that raLe, Quebects fertility level would

dropbelowthereplacementlevelínthelgTOs.Inthatsense'

the fertility trend in the 1960s consLitutes what may justly

be called a "fertility crisis" '

Thisfertilitycrj-sishascausedgreatconcernamong

French-canadian social scientists (e'g' The Council on French

Life in America, Lg67; Henripin et Peron I Ig73) and the Quebec

government. It is important to note tha-t low fertilíty is not

simply a demographic phenomenon, orr for that matterr äfl

academic problem: it has serious implications for the social'

econonric, and political future of a community. As Quebec is

the largest French-speaking coummunity in Canad.a, a low birth

rate is bound to affect the entire French-Canadian population'

Ïtisprobablethatthefertilitycrisismayyetpersistinthe

lg70s.Thedemographicprojectionsaredisquieting.The

council on French Life sounded alarm when it warned Lhat, in
I

so far as Quebects population is concerned'

Ifthisdeclineweretocontinueatitspresent
tãt", natural growth would' reach a stalemate by
1975 and' the pópulation would quickly go down as

I a result,. one ivould have to foresee a catastrophic
decreaseintheFrench-speakingcommunityinQuebec
Uy tfre year 2,OOO' assimilation combining with
úe demograPhic decline 1- r j(tfr" Council on French Life ' L967 z 7)

7



should the trend continue, the question will arise

aS to the future of Frènch Canada, and what would become of

the "French factfl in the socio-political fabric of Canadian

dualism. According to some French-Canadian social scientists:

Entre 1959 et ;1g7¡, f indice synth/etique de f6condit6
e't pass6 de 3,93 ä 1rB9 enfants" Et lron se demande
oo "ãl- 1¡¿ s'airêter.' Cette inqui$tude nr,est pas sans
fondment: depuis deux siècles, les Canadians français
n'onl pu maiîrtenir leur importanãã dámographique ,'fu""
ar* tt!*" d'immigrants dont la grande mqjorit6
angliclsaient, qùe grâce à leur forte féðonditó. Et
1'affaisement de vette derniere est consid$ré par
plusieurs colrme une menace a la survie de Ia
communité francophone québécoise.

(Henripin et Peron, L973l. 115-116)

From the French-Canadian point of view, the present fertility

crisis in Quebec has very grave consequences in t'hat it upsets

the two-century-otd demographic l¡alance and threatens the

survival of the French-speaking community in Quebec. Whether

or not euebects French-speaking coÍtmunity would survive remains,

of course, to be Seen. Nevertheless, there is no denying Èhatt

in a1l likelihood, a reduction in Quebecrs French-speaking

population would further complicate whaL to English Can-ad'a is

already a "French Canadian questionr'. Much has already been

said of the anglicization of French life and the encroachment

of bilingualism (Royal commission on Bilingualism and

Biculturalism, 1968). But the question is not merely a matter

of bitingualism or a cultural crisis. It is also a problem of

demographic, social, economic and political imbalance (l'lilner

and Milner, 1973; Porter, L965¡ Rioux, 1971; Royal Commission

on Bilingualism and BiculLuralism, 1968). In view of the



impending reduction of the French-speaking population, it is
l

arguablé whether. governmental policies to bolster bilingualism
i

would or could redress the imbalance. White a federal-sponsored

promotion of the French language outside of Quebec, or Quebecrs

own Bill Twenty-two, oxt for that matter, a revision of the

immigration policy, may be seen as possible means of reasserting
ithe Frénch element in Canad.ian society, the effectiveness of

such policies is nonetheless d.ebatable. Henripin and Peron

raised precisely the same question: ". . , La communaut6 franco-

phone peut-elle "=pár" une modification des transferts lingui-
;--

stiques coÍtme substitut ã sur-natalitá parsée". (Henripin et

peron, gp. cit., 116) " The fertiliLy crisis, then, presents a

formidable challenge to Quebecrs --and, one might add, French

Canadars-- equal p.artnershJ-p role in the Canadian federation.

ït is, moreover, a probleri tfrrt must be reckoned with. The

Council on French Life was well aware of the seriousness of the

situation, and was forced to conclude that because of the

fertility decline French Canada is tosing the demographic batLle.

As to the future of the French culture, the Council suggested

that:
We have the choice of three remedies: to make French
culture the dominant culture in Quenec as it was
between 1760 and 1850i to favour immigration which
would be of benefit to [tfre French] gioup; above all
to adopt energetic measures so that the birth rate
of French Canadian \^¡omen will i-ncrease to the level
of the 1950s. We musL point out immediately that the
first two remedies would have no effect and would be
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i
i

lwell nigh impossible unless the third were put
into si:ccessful operation.

irtte Council r op. ciL. , 11)

In saying this, the Council correctly pinpointed the

core of the problem. It. will perhaps be agreed that neither

a dominance of the French culture in Quebec nor a policy

favouring immigration of French-speaking people would remedy

the s j-tuati-on íf the fertility crisis persists in Quebec.

Certainly, from the perspective of policy-making, to "adopt

energetic measures" to induce an increase in fertility among

French Canadian women has much to recommend it. The question is
how this is to be accomplished. A policy of such nature would

be equally ineffectíve if an answer to this question is
. lacking. To speak of a social policy on the inducement of

fertility is to acknowledge implicitly that fertility is a

social fact which is affected. by other social factors. ït is
therefore necessary to understand the causal relationship

between fertility and the other social factors before the means

of inducement can be formulated. If the goal is to restore

fertility to the level of the 1950s, it may be illuminating to

ask why fert.ility has declined since the 1950s in the first
place. Quite clearly, there is much to be gained from the

analysis of thi-s decline.
I
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, It would seem, then, that the recent fertility crisis
I

in Quebec not only directs the research problem back to that
I
l

of the êocial causation of fertility decline, but also illustrates

the relevance an<l importance of such an analysis. once again,

the question to be answered is what social factors have contri-

buted to the decl-ine of fertility in Quebec.
:

i
l
:

., , In attempting to study the case in Quebec, it is 
,:,,i,;,,;,:,,,

, necessary to review some existing explanations of fertility. 
.: "

¡ The purpose of this review is twofold. It is, first, to evalu-
l

I ate the degree to which these theories can be relied upon as a

i -ralid explanation of fertility decline in generat; and, secondly,

r to utilize them as a quideline for the delineation of the most

]pIausibIevariab1esreIevanttoQuebectssocia1conditionsin

particular. A review of the empirical studies investigating

the relationship between sêlected variables and reproductive

,, patterns is also important for the same reason. The review of :-:';;.;;,..-:i
: - : ..-..: -., -

. literature is presented below ,:.:,',;

Review of Selected Theories and Studies of Fertility

I. The Theory of Demographic Transition

Past research on the demographic experience of t,he

West provides a convenient point of departure. That there has
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been a secular decline in the birth rates among most nations

in the West is a well-known fact. A sizeable body of reSearch

has at.tempted to provided an ex PS+ facto explanation of this

decline. The theory of demographic transition (Thompson, L929.'

!g44; Iriotestein, 1945) is perhaps the most cogent sociological

expositi-on among the pioneering works. The principal thesis

of the demographic transition theory may be summarized as

follows. Economic development, embracing such procesSeS aS

industriaLLzatj-on, urbanization, and continually rising levels

of living, affects d.emographic trends considerably, resulting

ínitiaIly in a marked decline in mortality which is followed'

after a time Lag, by a decline in fertility. The theory

postulates that the transition occurs in successive stages.

In the stage of "high growth potential", mortality is high and'

variable, and its decline is considered the chief determinant

of population growth; ,whereas fertility is high and shows no

evidence of decline. The stage of "transitional growth" is

marked by high birth and. death rates; but the decline of death

rates is being established. In the sLage of "incipient declillê",

the fertility of the population falls below, or j-s rapidly

approaching, the replacement level. These transitional stages

correspond. to the process of modernization or socio-economic

development. Pre-industrial societies. typically have high

.'.'.:'a
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bifth and death rates. As these societies undergo the process

ofchange,thereisared.uctioninmortalitywhilethebirth

ratesremainhigh.Asd'evelopmentcontinues'however'

fertii.ityaIsobeginstodecIine'Whenapopulationexhibit's

,this pattern of low mortality and low fertitity, the demographic

transiLion is considered to have run its full course

Subsequ.entmodificationsoftheThompson-NoLestein

theory have appeared (see, for example' Bogue' 1969" 56;

Freedman , L962-63¡ Tomlinson, 19652 24) ' In spite of the

diversity in theoret.ical specification, however, there seems to

be agreement concerning the relationship between socio-economic

developmentand.thechangesinbirthanddeathratesovertime.

Theempiricaldatagatheredfrommanynationslentmuchsupport

to the basic proposition of what may be categorically referred

to as the Transition Theory; namely, that as a society develops

industriatlytherewould'beadeclinefirstinmortality,

followedbyadeclineinfertility'This'inessence'is
postulated as the basic pattern of demographic transition'

(i) Criticism of the Transition Theory'

ImplicitintheTransitionTheoryistheassumptionof

socialcausation.Withinthísframeworkthechangesinthe

.,ital rates are conceptualized primarily aS responses to

;:.,:-ì,:
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I

changes that have occurred in the socio-economic structure.

It is argued, at least with respect to the historical experience

in Lhe West, that demographic behaviour was affected by the

process of social development. The Agricultural and Industrial

Revolutions in Europe and America vastly increased economic

productivity, and consequently raj-sed the general level of

living. The mode of production was also altered considerably'

The broadened occupational structure offered opportunities

for physical and social mobilit.y. It also required personnel

with extensive training and technical skills. Formal education

and vocational training thus became necessary; and the task

of providing such training was delegated to the sbhools. The

economic contribution of children to the family income greatly

decreased in this social environment. Then, too, compulsory

education of children up to certain ages was introduced; and

legislation restricting the employment of child labour was

enforced. The result was that children ceased to be a source of

income. on the contrary, they became economically dependent

on the parents for a longer period of time. The economic"'cost
I

of children thus made it increasingly dif,ficult for the parents

to maintain large families.

I

Concomitantly,theimprovementsinpublicsanitation

and medical science rendered Possible the successful control



of various diseases, especially the epidemic cases, which in
l

the pasd accounted. for a large number of deaths. The immediate
I

effect was a drastic red.uction in the death rates. In parti-

cular, infant and child mortality declined markedly. This

d.ecline in mortality is regarded as an important determinant

of the changes in fertility. For the relationship between -

mortality and fertility is to a considerable extent a matter
!

of replacement. V[ith the decline in mortality the probability
j

of survival increases. Now that a greater number of live births

are expected to survive ínto adulthood, replacement is almost
:

guarent'eed; and consequently the maintaining of high fertiliLy
I

as an , insurance against high infant and child mortality is no

longer absolutely necessary.

Thus, the gist of the causal assumption in the Transi-

tion Theory can be stated as follows. -Development brings about

changes in the socio-economic structure. The social environ-

ment that emerges from this process of change is one in which

high fertility becomes increasingly unfeasible. Accordingly,

fertility declines in response to the set of social conditions

created by development. Within this framework, the important

factors affecting changes in fertility are urbanization,

industrialization, the decline in morLality, a changed mode

of living, and a generally higher level of living.

15
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í

Granted the assumed causal relationship, the socio-

logical explanation of the secular decline in fertitity lies

in the analysis of the historical changes in the socio-economic

structure. Enough.evidence has been produced to establish a

strong association between development and fertility decline

in the Vlest. fn terms of causation, the decline can be said

to have been caused by socio-economic development. It seems a

logical extension to generali-ze from this premise that as

further development occurs the birth rate would continue to

decline. Indeed, the notj-on of "incipient decline" suggests

as much. Hence, one way of verifying the rzalidity of the theory

is to examine whether this hypothesJ-s is supported by empirical

data.

In this regard, there are two cases where there are

data to test this hypothesis. The turo cases are: (1) the demo-

graphic patterns in developing counLries, and (2) the post-war

fertilj-ty trends in urban-industrial societies.

In the case of developing countries a close review of
I

the vital st.atistics vis-a-vis the various indices of socio-

economic development would. bring to light the degree and ..,.ii;,.
'i,r:.är:l¡'direction of the relationship, if âny, between demographic

I

behaviour and development. It is. generally acknowledged that

the birth and death rates in these societies are typically high.
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If the demographic transition is one aspect of social
!

change brought about by development, then one might expect

to find a decline in mortality and fertility in the wake of

development. The study of fertility trends in developing

countries, then, may be regarded as a test of the proposition

that economic development is conducive to fertility decline.

Iv1uch might be said abouL this type of research. For the

present purposes, however, suffice it to note that the study

of fertility ín developing countrj-es complements the research

ín the historical demography in the l{est. It is a basis of
i

comparlson whereby the similarities and dissimilarities in

the social consequences of development and the trends in
t

fertility may be juxtaposed and subjected to elaborated

comparative analyses" To a certain extent, then, the comparative

study of fertility resembles a quasi experimental design in

which the dependent variable (fertility) may be observed and '

compared; and the independent variable (development) can be

manipulated through matching. It may be mentioned in this

connexion that the findings of most studies in this area reveal

that while mortality has declined in the process of socio-

economic development there is little evidence to suggest that

the decline in fertility has begun. The existing data per-

taining to the relationship between development and fertility

decline in the developing countries are perhaps inconclusive

at present. More secular observations may be required before

:.1-. .J .
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any test of the. generalizeability of the Transition Theory

can yield convincing results. Be it as it may, however, the

findings of the reserach in this area lend some insight into

the delinearion of variables assumed to have an effect on

, reproductive behaviour, and thus may contribute much to

theoret,ical formulation or ref inement.

The proposition that development is a causal factor

in the decline of fertility can also be tested by the study

of fert.ility in urban-industrial societies. The post-war

fertility t.rend.s in the West are of particular interest and

relevant to this type of research. For the years after the

war were a period of extensive reconstruction and socio-

economic d.evelopment. Compared with depression before the war,

the era from the late I940s to the early 1960s was a time of

unprecedented economic growth and rapid social change.

Industrial production increased, commercial activities

flourished, the job market expanded considerably; and in con-

sequence per capita income rose, and with it the level of

Iiving. Significant changes also occurred in the occupational

structure. The growth of large industrial-commercial corpora-

tions and the expansion of government bureaucracies created a

vast demand for white-colIar personnel. It attracted and

absorbed a subst,antial proportion of the enLire labour force.

Opportunities for social and economic advancement abounded



for people who possessed the knowledge and skills required'

by a more technological and specialized work force. Ïncreasing

emphasì s was thus placed on Lhe education and vocational

training of the prospective employee, and this promoted a strong

incentive for educational a|tainment. As a result' a greater

number of students completed their secondary education; and the

institutes of higher learning were flooded by a massive j'ncrease

in enrollment. In short, the zeitgei-st a.nd the socio-economic

conditions could perhaps have been best epitomized by I'grov/th" '

precisely herein lies the test of the above-mentioned hypothesis'

According to the argument outlined above, there should be a

continual decline in the birth rates in societies which have

experienced sustained development. Given the foregoing des-

cription of the post-war socio-economic conditions that prevailed

in the West, there is reason to expect a cont'inuing decline in

fert.ilitY in this Period

Itturnedout,however,thatthepost-wardecad.e

witnessed a phenomenal increase in natality in Western Europe

and North America, not to mention the increase in the developing

nations. Thus, the long-standing secular decline noted earlier

was ínterrupted by the posL-war "baby boom". Prima facie,

the baby boom appears to deviate from the assumed' relationship

between d.evelopment and fertitity decline. For if development

is usually accompaníed by a decline of fertility, as the

19
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Transition Theory postulates, then the empirical d'ata for the '

post-ward'ecadeareincon9ruent'withLheoretica1expectaÈions.

Now Quebec has always been one of the most urbanized' and indu-

striaLized provinces in Canada. f n terms of economic production , ' :',,¡:

Quebechasranked.amongthedeve1opednationsorareaSinthe

world since the 1930s (Raynauld, ]rg67a 65) ' Yet Quebecrs fer-

tility has remained. higher than the less industrialized provinces; ,"

and the transition to low fertility did not begin until the 
j,.,i

1960s. Then, too, the post-war years were a period of rapid rl

socio-economic development. According to the Transition Theory'

one would expect fertility to have d.eclined. However, precisely

the opposite occurred. ft would seem' then, that the generali-

zabilíty of the Transition Theory as an explanation of Quebec¡s

fertility change must be viewed' with caution

Note, holever, that if the Transition Theory is in-

terpreted as a simpte generalization that a decline of fertility :,,

always results from economic development, then the abrupt short- 
t't,

. -.

termreversa1intheferti1itytrendwou1dbe1ar9elyunexpected

because the increase occurred precisely at a time of rapid and

sustained d.evelopment. But perhaps a distinction should be mad'e

between short-term and long-term changes in fertility rates ' ',¡"

ït is to be noted that the Transition Theoryr âs originally

outlined., postulates a long-term relationship between fertil-ity.

and development. The post-war baby boom, on the other hand',

may be considered as a short-term phenomenon, and as such, ilâY 
.,..,..

Fï-'- j



have been affected by the economic conditions of the post-war

decade. For this reason, the baby boom may not be an entirely

appropriate case for evaluating the validity of the Transit.ion

Theory. It may also be that in a period of rapid changes and.

massive development both fertility-conducive and fertility-

inhibitive factors can be found to co-exist and counteract one

another. When the fertility-cond.ucive factors predominate a

baby boom would probably result. The post-war baby boom, then,

brings home the point that the relationship between development

and fertílity decline is far from simple. The challenge to the

theoretical underpinnings of the Transition Theory is perhaps

best summed up by Petersen (L9692 L4) z

The shíft in thinking from unilinear to multj-linear
evolution as a theoretical framework means precisely
that to postulate a single type of transition,
Ieading to a single type of modern society, is far
Loo simplistic.

In other v¡ords, the relationship between fertility and economic

development is more complex than \^ras previously conceptualized.

IÏ.

\.

Dumont-Banks Model

The "Social Capj-llarity'r Hypothesis;

Alternative theoretical explanations of the changes

in fertility have been suggested. The Dumont-Banks model

may be mentioned in this connexion. Dumont (1890) attempted

2T

I

The
I

l

(i)



to analyze the causes of the fertility decline in France in

,'-
.; â.fguments attributing the causes of the d'ecline to (1) a__ _ __:_ J _-_ _ 

..i .... .,
- 1 -------^-- ^"^ ¡ --ì ^^phySio1ogicalfactor,(2)Èheinf1uenceof1uxuryandvice

(3) the impact of emigration, and. (4) the effects of war. He

contended that the decline was due to menr s aspirations for
- : L^- !1^^ 

: :

: social advancement. According to Dumont, every man has the '!;','t,':"

', social advancement. According to Dumontr every man has the 
.; ;.".,.

I

unquestionable tendency to be upwardly mobile along the socio-

economic scale. However, thiS tendency could be blocked by

, *"teri1l or other obstacles that immobilize him" children

are one such obstacle. A man with children, particularly if

ì they are numerous, would be encumbered with baggage, so that his

opward mobility would almost inevitably be slowed down. In

consequence, the ambitious aspirant would minimize the size of

his family. Moreover' Dumont posited that social capillarity
.: . - -- 1_- t^

,r is most attractive to the mid.dle class, presumably because 
....:1,.:,.. 

:..:t.

, opportunities for. social advancement are open to them' Accord- 
,,r,,'.''.:.i,

, ingLy, it was the niddle class in France who began to limit the

size of their families. This practice slowly "diffused" to the

:i other strata in society. Hence, fertility decline eventually 
;,,.:.i.;. ,.'':....

Banks (1954) argued similarly in his study of fertility

pattern in Victorian Eng}and. The thesis in Banks' stud'y is

that social mobility incurs certain costs for the aspirants '

22
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For the middle classes in Victorian England, movement into

the respectable social positions musL be accompanied by certain

expenditures deemed necessary and appropriate to the modus

vivendi. Such expend.itures included the employment of house-

hold servants and sending children to the right. schools. A

university degree, too, became an increasingty importanL social

requisite to enhance the children's upbringing and to prepare

them for a suitable career. Consequently, the cost of children

was Very expensive. In response to the costs and in order to

meeL the social requisites, the middle class parents began to

limit the size of their familíes. The postponement of marriage

hras one of the adaptive measures takenr âs indicated by the

pattern of late age at marriage quite prevalent among the

English middle class at that time. There.was also some evidence

to suggest that birth control within marriage was practised.

These reproductive habits, according to Banks, slowly diffused

to the lower strata of society and eventually became widespread.
l

In a subsequent study Banks purported to produce evidence con-
.l

firming the diffusion of the limitation of family size from the
Imiddle'to the lower strata in society (Banks, 1968).
i

(ii) The Diffusionist Thesis"

l

Fi.ndings of two other studies have lent some support

to the Dumont-Banks model. In his study of fertility decline

in France, Wrong (1958) noted. that prior to 1910 the decline



occurred mostly among the upper classes; and that after that
date, it became more prevalent among the middle classes

Beshersr re-analyzing the data from the rndianoporis stud.y j ' 
,.,,.-.,:'..:

. . ',ì,.,(whelpton and Kiser, L946-58), arso subscribed. to Banksr .

'diffusionist explanation in an attempt to account for fe.rtility
trends (Beshers , L967) . rn this study Beshers identifíed two 

:.1' .: -:-
main kinds of diffusion processes: (1) the diffusion of birth ',',',

control technology, and (2) the diffusion of "planning" at- ,.'',,

titudes whích are subsumed under the v{eberian "purposive-
rational" mode of orientation . It is argued that the

diffusj-on processes are somewhat different in character, that
they need not always occur, and that they are certainly not

always perfectly correlated. However, the main point is that
diffusion did occur. Beshers claimed tf¡at Ïiis analysis of the

rndianapolis study data produced findings that strongly support

the diffusionist thesis ín Banks I study

Other studies, however, have contested the validity
of the d.iffusionist thesis" carlsson (1966) argued that. the

thesis places too much emphasis on the importance of the spread

of informaLion about contraception. This presupposes that
knowledge and the practice of birth control is a technoligical
innovation d.iscovered by the upper strata of the industrial
societies. His own study of the decline of fertility in Sweden'

yields no evidence to support the diffusion thesis z
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As far as Swedish fertility is concerned the author
finds it hard to avoid the conclusion that a sub-
stantial proportion of families deliberately controlled.
their fertility long before the secular decline began"
The decline and growth of the proportion of controlling
parents should be regarded not as the spread of a new
social invention but rather as a shift in a stirnulus
balance between o1d-style and new-sty1e ideals, .and'
the consequenL shift in Lhe equilibrium level of adop-' tion, or in the fertility targets of controlling ¡larents.

(Carlsson, L9662 L72)

Hawthorn (1970) is essentially in agreement with thib view

Citi.ng published sources reporting the use of birth control

in primitive societies (Firth, L963¡ Borrie, Firth and Spillus,

L957; I'üag, L967; Carr-Saunders , 1922; Birdsell, 1953) and in

pre-industrial societies (Meuvret, 1965; Wrigley , L966 ' 1968¡

Henry, 1965¡ Hollingshead, 1964) | hawthorn contended that birth

control was practised in primitive as well as pre*industrial

societies. In light of such evj-dence, he argued. that "it is

fallacious to assume that'such practice i"e. birth control

depends in any simple sense upon the diffusion of contracepLive

Iknowledge' " ! for coitus interruptus, according to some sources

(Sutter, in Bergues et al, 1959) ' 
¡'is not a culturally specific

technique, and it requires no propaganda to be disseminatedr'.

Hawthorn concluded thus:

That it is false to assume that a population will
not know about birth control until it hears about it
from the source of invention is a proposition that
undermines the assumptions behind the second diffusionist
contention: namely, that the knowledge and thus the
practice of contraception trickled down from the centres
of: societies. If there is a lag between the Èop and
the bottom and the centre and the periphery' it must be
explained by another hypothesis.

(Hawthorn, L970:38)
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(iii) Critique

The emergence and sufficiency of
fertility norm.

a zweckrational

How valido then, is the Durnont-Banks model as an

explanation of the secular decline in fertility? To assess

the validity of this model, it is im;oortant to consider not

only the empi-rical evidence but also the logical consistency

of the t.hesis " Note that the Dumont-Banks model presupposes

(1) a relatively open social system in which social mobility

is possible , (2) t.he ava-ilabiliLy of means, other than through

marriaçie, to move into more favourable social positions, (3)

the perception of children as an unnecessary obstacle to the

parents' social mobility and the consequent rational, conscious

efforts to limit. the size of family, and (4) the diffusion of

(2) and (3) from the middle classes to the other strata in

soci-ety. These are the necessary conditions for the decline

in fertility. These same conditions delimit the extent to which

the model can be generalized" It is clear that the social

capillarity is applicable to societies that have (a) a relatively

open social structure, (b) a si-zeable middle class whi-ch has

access to upward mobility, (c) a growi-ng or already we1l-developed

economy, and (d) the channels of communication whereby informa-

tion on birth control techniques can be disseminated to the whole

population. Any test of this social capillarity hypothesis would

be wide of mark unless it, first establishes the existence of

these pre-conditions. I{owever, even within these limitations'

I
I

lI a"
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'

it may be asked how open must the social structure be to generate

a mass psychology that perceives the restriction of family size

as a means to acquire and to maintain a high sÈandard of liv.ing. 
...

fn other words, is there a set of universal cond.itions to 'r::

determine the necessity and the sufficiency of the social

psychological variable? The lack of specif icity in this regard 
.,::

presents some problems of reliability. Thus, it has been 1,1, 
,

pointed out that in a sizeable number of tests of Lhe Dumont- 
,;:,,,..

Banks model since L945, the results have generally depended on

these two indeterminate criteria: namely, the degree of

"openness" of the social structure, and the state of the economy.

According to Petersen, "Most of the studies in the United States

and one j-n Australia (rien, 1960) showed no relation between

mobility and family size, while research in France, Belgium,

Denmark, and Brazil support the thesis". (Petersen, Lg6g: 504) .

The empirical findings, then, atre by no means conclusive.
-,.i :
t: ,, -.

- But the very finding that there is, in the United .1,,.
.-'j...

States and Australia, no relation between mobility and the size

of family raises the question of whether social mobility is
always contingent upon the restriction of family size. This

question concerns the logical sufficiency of the Dumont-Banks

model. The theoretical problem with the social capillarity

hypothesisisthatit'"",,*""thata''purposi,,"-'*.,ona1,,

social psychology would emerge when society is open to mobility,
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;

and that it is this psychology which causes the individuals to

have smaller families. Now it is possihle that a society

such as the United States -- may exhibit all the pre-conditions

for the development of a social capillarity mentality. It is

quite a different matter, however, to assert that this particular

social psychology is always contingent upon these factors. The

old socio-cultural values promoting high fert.ility could

possibly have a pre-emptive or off-setting influence on attitudes

regarding the normative number of children. In any event, since -'-

it is extremely difficult to determine the fertility norms in a

society and how these norms change over time, the social psycho-

logical assumption remains an indeterminate issue. Thus, it is

quite possible to adopt an entirely different line of reasoning

in so far as this theoretical problem is concerned. It may be

argued, for instance, that in an open social system aspirants may

take into consideration a number of viable alternatives whereby

they may improve their socio-economic positions without having

recourse to the restriction of family size. The postponement of

marriage, the delay of the first births, and the planned

intervals between births are examples of such alternatives.

These measures allow the aspirants to pursue their goals without

being encumbered by children at least for some time. For the

young, up-and-coming aspirants, these measures may be the most

crucial to their social mobility. The restriction of famity

síze, then, is not the only means of getting ahead.
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'Then, too, attitudes regarding family size and actual
I

fertitity behaviour are two entirely different things. The

completed fertility may nto coincide with the expected size

of family. Enough evidence has been published to indicate

that a discrepancy between the expected and the completed

fertility is not uncommon" Therefore, it is an erroneous

assumption to equate attitudinal predispositions with actual

behaviour. That is to sayr even granted the formation of a

social capillariLy mentali'ty, the decld-ne of fertility does

not necessarily -- and certainly not always follow.

l
(b) The diffusion of Zweckrationalitåt

A more serious theoretical problem is that of the

diffusionist thesis" Without Lhe diffusion of attitudes and

techniques of birth control fertility decline would. not become

a societal:phenomenon. The foregoing has already mentioned

the criticisms of the diffusion of knowledge and techniques of

birth control (see pages 24-25 ) . As regards the diffusion

of attitudes towards smaller families, similar criticisms can

be raised. This social psychological variable is seen as the

Weberian zweckrational mode of orientation. The restriction of ''.,i',';¡',

family size is the application of this orientation, via a means-

end schema, to reproductive behaviour. The "end.t' in this con-

text refers to a higher stand.ard of living. To maintain that
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this attitude diffused from the upper and middle classes to .:

¡

I
I

the lowei classes is to imply that only the top strata posses
Ia zweckrat.ional orientation and that they are the only social

groups to have behaved according to a means-end frameworl<. Now,

it is often assumed that when a social system undergoes the

process of development the zweckrational outlook l¡ecomes do-

minantiand'.pr.""=the.'.uãî,=importanttonote'

however, that. development is a macro social process. This

assumpt,íon, Èhen, applies to the entire society rather than to
one or two socio-economic groups within the system" rt follows

:

that the upper and middle classes are not the only groups which
j

are becoming zweckrational in their outlook and behaviour.

Also, íf the social system is open and the economy growing,

the sÈandard of living and opport,unities for social advancement

would have ramifications on a societal level" The lower strata
of society have as much reason and sociar motivation as the 

...: 1..:t.

upper and middle strata to adopt a purposive-rational outlook ',.;',i.,',",,",ì,'

in consideration of the available means to the same end. Thus t ,;'';',: ,;:

,:.:..:'.i....:..

the contentj.on that the upper strata fírst became zweckrational

and the lower strata later followes suit is not entirely con-

vincing. And, because of this and other above-mentioned short- 
rì..:,:,,,,,,_,

comings, the Dumont-Banks model cannot be relied. upon to account """)

for fertility decline.
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Ifï. Mircro-Economic Models of Fertility.

Similar assumpLions are implicit in the economic

theory of fertility decline. Tn essence, the concept of

"maximization of utility" is the economic version of the

purposive-rational mode of orientation. In the context of

reproducLive behaviour, the maximization of utility refers to

the marginal value of children vis-a-vis other consumer goods

and services. This is the basic premise in G"S. Beckerrs

I'income determinant" hypothesis.

(i) BeckerI s "Income Determinant" HypoLhesis.

Becker (1960) attempted to explain American fertility

in terms of the classical economic consumption model. I{e

argued that the economic theory of supply and demand is appli-

cable to the motivation for producing children. Within this

framework, children are treated as consumer durables. As such , :.ì,..:,,ì,. 
..,,''j'.r':_'1-:- Ìì

the demand and supply of children are depende.nt upon parental ,,,,,,:,,,;.r;,

income. As income rises the demand. for consumer durables also 
ì'."-.':' ì''''

rises. Becker thus inferred that income is positively associ-

ated with the demand and supply of children. Furthermore, he 
:.:.:,j.:r:,:r:,:.

maintained that an increase in income would also lead to an .;.'1 ,'¡.':.:''",:'

improvement in the "quality" of children, quality being defined

as the amount of money spent on the children.
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Criticisms.

This proposition has been subject to much criticism.

Dusenberry (1960) contended that it is erroneous to assume

that children are substitutable consumer durablesl. There
'

are certain social constraints and requisite expend.itures on

children; and because of this, parents are not entirely free

to dispose of t.heir income on children as they would on con-

sumer goods. The basic difference in argumentation is perhaps

best summarized in the sentence: "Economics is all about how

people make choices" sociology is atl about why they donrt

havê any choices to make".2 In short, Dusenberryrs criticism

of Beckerrs income determinant hypothesis is that in applying

the economic consumptio- model to reproductive motivation

Becker failed Lo take into consideration the impact of socio-

cultural norms regarding fertility. Beckerrs hypothesis, then,

is lacking in sociological realism.

Blake (1968) also contested Beckerrs thesis' Her

criticisms are centred around the theoretical shortcomings

of Beckerts hypothesis. It is pointed out that Becker over-

looked the crucial importance of the institutional contexÈ

32

I
Dusenberryt s argument is reviewed

(1970: 59). The Present discussion
at length by Hawthorn.
is paraphrased from the

latter source.
,zDusenberry (1960)' quoted in Hawthorn (1970: 59).
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in which reprod.uction takes place. Beckerrs analogy with

consumer durables is hardty appropriate. For parents are

producers as well aS consumers of children who, after all, are

not mere instrumentarities that can be bought and sord. The ''¡;";j¡;'::t'

Itutilitiesrt and hence the "tastet¡ -- for children are built

into the institutional structure of reproduction. Moreover' 
,t,. j,

not only are the direct costs of offspring positively related l:.t,';',"" 
;:,',,';,',,1,,;,

to classo but the indirect costs, which Becker did not consider t 
;.1,',,:',,1..1,.',i,j,.t1,':

are higher for the well-to-do.

( ii) Leibenstein's "Utility'r Model .

Another micro-economic hypothesis regarding income

and the utiltity of children has been developed by Leibenstein

(1957) . The point of d.eparture in Leibensteinrs thesis is that

people apply "rough calculations to the problem of determining

the number of births they desire". (Leibenstein, L957 2 f6f) .

The calculations are based upon the balance of the marginal

utility of an additional birth on the one hand, and the direcL

and indirect costs of that additional child on the other.

Three types of utilities are considered. as crucial to the cal-

culations: (1) utility derived from the child as a "consumption ,,r-.¡,,ììL,.

gioodt', vj-z.r âS a Source of personaJ- pleasure to the parents;

(21 utility of the child as a potential source of security when

the parents are past the productive agei (3) utility of the



child ."/ u productive agent in the labour market, and hence

as a source of family income" Juxtaposed to these three types

of utilities are the direcÈ costs (e.g" expenditures on food,

clothing, etc") and indirect costs (e.9. "opportunities fore-

gone due to the existence of another child" such as the motherrs

inabiliLy to worko lost earnings during the gestation period,
letc")" : In the course of economic development, both the utilities

and costs of children are affected by changes in (a) income

effects, (b) survival effects, (c) occupational distribution

effects. The following figure is a diagrammatic representation
i
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of Leibensteinrs arqument:

ut1Ilty
or cost
attrlbut-
able to a
chlld of
a glven
birth
order

indlrect cost (d)

consumption utility (a)

utility as a
security (c)

utillty as a
agent (b)

source of

productlve

direct and

per caplta lncome



With respect to this figure, the consumption utility

of an add.itional child (a) is very difficutt to determine;

but.isassumedtobeconstant.Aspercapitaincomerises,
t 

-r'.'-,.:''i the income utitity (b) diminishes. This is because more time '. :::::: '

must be spent on the child.ts education, training and develop-

ment, and. cons-equently less time is available to utilize the
'.,: , ,..,'..
,,.' chíld as a productive agent in the labour market. As income :..,.'j..

. . i:.'.

,,,; rises, parents have more resources to insure and to provide for :, :.,,:,.

.it; ::

their old age. The need for children as a source of security

(c) therefore declines. The conventional costs of child

maintenance (d) increases as per capita income increases.

Leibenstein concrud.ed that in the course of Lcorromic

growth the diminishing utílity of children' coupled with the

rising costs, consLitute motivations conducive to fertility

decline. Applied to the last stage of the demographic transition
' rture industrial economy, fert.ility is determined by,. l-n A maEüfe anOUSETIaI ecolLoIlty, I

, cyclical fluctuations of economic growth, including both the

,,Kuznets cycles" and. the short-term variations. The reason

. for this is that economic fluctuations are closely associated

with the changes in income effects.

35
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Criticism"

Thus, Leibensteinrs aÍgument, in contradistinction to
Beckerfs, postulates an inverse relationship between the growth
of per capita income and fertility. rt is to be noted, howevei,
that the mícro economic moders of the utiliLies and costs of
children at best represent theoreticar speculations on the moti-
vation for chirdren in the course of economic growth. Both
Beckerfs and Leibensteinos models rest upon the assumptions that
the desire for children is an entirely rational attitude, and,

that every parent would apply the carculations of the utitity
and margi-nal costs of child.ren as an economist would. of supply
and demand functions. The problem with this approach is not
dissimilar to that in the Dumont-Blanks model discussed above¡
namely, that the model can hardly be tested empiricarfy. ït is
possible, of course, to correlate income with fertility; but the
statisticar correlati-ons cannot revear anything about the
mechanisms of motivations for having children at the micro 1evel.
Hence, the postulated, relations between income, utility. cost
and the motivation for having chirdren are likery to remain
hypothetical. Morever, fertility change is a macro phenomenon

which concerns the behaviour of the entire population, not just
the micro considerations of individual parents. To attribute the
cause of fertility changes to the motívations of the individuals.
would then appear to be a misplaced emphasis. This approach
can onry be valid if it can be assumed that every parent
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calculates the utility and marginal costs of child.ren in more

or less ithe same light.. since economic models Lypically make aI - -4!---'
Ipriori assumptions without any reference to empirical data per-

:

taining to these attitudes, the whole issue of utility and

marginal costs of children remains speculative.

IV" Selected Empirical Studies.
I

The Transition Theory and the micro-economic moders

have stimulated research on the aggregate lever. As Hawthorn

noted, the limitation of this type of research is that these
I

'taggregate statistical studies" cannot demcnstrate "the nature
l

of the mechanisms of family motivation at the microscopic levelrr.
(Hawthorn, l9702 75) . NevertheLess, these studies do constitute
an important source of information regarding the consequences

of economic development on fertility.

(í) Economic Development and Related Socio-Economic

Variables. -

with regard to Leibensteinfs posturation, that in the

last stage of demographic transition fertility is affected by

Kuznets cycles in the economyr several studies reported

findings that support the contention (Kirk, 1960; Kirk and

Nortman, 1958; Silver I L965, 1965-6 . Further evidence has

I-.-.' :. . .. :...-.
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been provided by Easterl-in (L962).. He used the Kuznets cycle
concept of economic change to study the post-war baby boom in
America. ït was found that fertility in the united states
responded to long term changes in the labour market. From the

data gathered for analysis, Eastelin inferred. that:
assumíng continuation into the longer term future

of a reasonably high-leveI-employment economy, one
migh'h. imagine a more or less self-generating mechanism
by which in one period the decline in the rate of
assuming continuation into the longer-term future of a
reasonably high-level-employment economy, one might
imagine a more or less self-generating mechanism,
Ìcy which in one period a decline in the rate of labor-
market entry causes a concurrent rise in the rate of
change of fertility, and this in turn leads, wj-th a lag
of around two decades, to a rise in the rate of labour-
marl<et entry and. a consequent decline in the rate of
change of fertility. BuL this is just. one hypothetical
possibility. The fundamental point is that, ãubstantial
fertility variatíon up or downr may occur over the
longer run.

(Easterlin, L9622 32)

ïn a subsequent study Easterlin (1966) exprored the

reasons for the decline of fertility in the us since Lg57.

Special attention was concentrated on two factors. These \dere

the "economic conditionr', referring to the emproyment and

income experience of the group; and the ',d-emographic condition",
by which is meant the distribution of the group according to
characteristi-cs such as âger sex, nationaliÈy, and parentage.

Accord.ing to Easterlin, these two factors may affect the

overall fertility of a population by influencing either marriage
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behaviour, marital fertiliLy, or both. With respect to the

Kuznets cycle in fertility, the findings again support his 
,

earlier hypothesis on the association between market-entry, I .,.,,,,:.;.

' ',:-:::'

income, and fertility. This study also contains another

important aspect. In attemptilg to explain the decline since

Lg57, Easterlin re-introduced the issue of tastes and prefer- , : :' _-.: t'.

ences into his argument. He maintained that the economic con- "''."t'1'

dition influences reproduct,ive behaviour through both the income 1.¡:¡,;-....:..:

effects and the preferences for material aspirations. The

latter is shaped in adolescencer a period of economic dependence

on the parents. Easterlin argued that the observed swing

reflects the shifting balance between preferences and resources

of successive cohorts. Again, Leibenstein did not produce any

evidence to support his argument. It must be said that this

hypothesis may indeed be a plausible link between the aggregate

statisticsandthemicromechanismsoffertiIityd'ecisionS.Be
. i ,.t,.:i.,

it as it may, however, !h. test of this hypothesis awaits :',:,::.:

fUrther research Which lies beyOnd the Scope of the present ''',.'''.¡,':
' ',4', 

'., , .'

study.

Other stud.ies reported a positive relationship between 
,,,,

economic d.evelopment and fertility. Using per capita income, :

ratio of population in farming, and infant martality as three

basic measures of development, Weintraub (L962) found that
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Lncome increments generate a higher birth rate, but urbaniza- '

tion and. a decline in infant mortality contribute to the.

decline in fertility. Adelman (1963), in a regression analysis

,,r, of the association between several socio-economic variables

and fertility, found that age-specific rates tend to vary

d.irectly with per capita income in the long run. Other

,,,,,,. factors such as education and urbanization are negatively

correlated with fertility. Friedlander and Silver (L967)
;.:
.t- reported the same positive correlation but for developed

, countries only. However, empirical evidence from Peru

I (Stycos , 1962') | Bcuador and Bolivia (Heer , 1964) , and Poland

i (Stys, l-957) reveals positive relationships between per capita

income and fertility. In a study on Latin American societies,

Heer and Turner (I964) concluded that economic development leads

to an increase in fertility; but on the other hand., also

generates counter-acting forces (such as increased knowledge and

,:,, use of birth control, and the rising cost of children) which

.1. .

reducing forces would become dominant unless the rise in per

the authors, accounts for the classic pattern of fertility

decline exhibited by many nations.
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The same hypothesis is reiterated in a more recent

study (Heer, L966). Heer used five variables which are

considered relevant to his framework. These are: 1) level

of education, 2) mortality level for infants and children, 
.

,3) increasing reliance of the elderly on pensions, 4) social

mobility, and 5) the economic cost of children. The zero-order

correlations and the partial correlations between education,

mortality, economic well-being, and fertitity lend support

to his hypothesis. A long term negative effect of socio-

economic development on birth rate in Greece \,vas also reported

by Drakatos (1969). But it was found that per capita income is

not so useful in explaining the variance in birth rate as the

other variables.

(ii) Urbanization and Industrialization.

The above review of the literature indicates that

fertility is strongly associated with economic development.

Historically, economic development has usually been accompanied

by the processes of urbanization and industrialization. In

empirical research it is the usual practice to treat these

as indicators of economic development. Hence, the relation
between urbanization, industrialization and fertility has been

well documented. Adelman and Morris (1965) applied techniques

of factor analysis to investigate the social and political

determinants of fertility. The analysis reveals four underlying
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factorsi and Factor I is identified. as the socio-cultural
/

concomitants of the indusÈrialization-urbanization process.
I

The authors found "a systematic tendency for birth rates to

decline with those social changes which characteristically

accompany industrialization" .

¡

f tauber (f966) used ed.ucation, urbanization and indus-

trialization as ind.icators of modernization to examine the

demographic transition exhibited by Puerto Ricans and Spanish

Americans. Similar data for Taiwan rlrere also included in the
:

analvsis as a case of diversification and variation in cultural.:
differences. The findings reveal a negative correlation

between the indicators and fertility. Strong negative correla-

tions were also reported in Stycosr study of urbanization and

fertitity in Latin America (Stycos, L96B). Heer and Turner

(f965) reported congruent data, but observed that the relation-

ship is not invaríant. For three of the eighteen nations .in

their study a fertility differential was found Lo correlate

with a rural-urban difference.

Ëome other studies have challenged the universalíty

of the negative correlation between fertility and urbanization.

Robinson and Robinson (1960) re-examined the rural-urban
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fertility differential in Mexico between 1930 and 1950. It

was found that the differential has been narrowing since 1930.

The authors contended that it is questionable to attribute

the cause of the differential to industrialization. Moreover,

.there was no clear indication that the effects of f,urther

urbanization and industrialization in Mexico would be a reduced

birth rate. Similarly, Robinson's study in India (1961)

produced. findings at variance with the conclusion of a previous

publication by Kingsley Davis (1951). Evidence from another

survey of fertility ratios among non-Western nations in the

decade 1950-60 reveals an ahsence of substantial urban-rural

differential (Robinson, 1963) . Zarate (1967a, 1967b) presented

correlation analyses of the effects of urbanization on

fertility in Mexico. He reported that fertility differentials

are related to other factors such as age at marriagêr sex

ratios, the percentage of people married, and urban growth

Zarate cautiously suggested that "if urbanization comes about

primarily because of the movement of population from rural to

urban areas, it is necessary to determine whether this also

involves a.movement from a rural social structure to an urban

one.rr Put differently, urbanization, defined as the increase

in the percentage of the total population living in urban areas/

must be accompanied by urbanism, referring to economic conditions,

..'..r":.' : .::..
'i : :: : "1'.:
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aspirations, and the
I

affect any clr.ange in
I
I
!

lvay of life that is typically urban, to

fertility.

As in the matter of per capita income, then, there

appears to be no universal agreement on the direcLion of the

relationship between urbanization-industrialization and

fertility. There may be two reasons for this lack of agreement

Firstlyr âs ZaraLe (1967b) pointed out, the processes of in-

dustrialization-urbanization in non-Western nations have been

very different from the Western experience. ft is possible

that urbanization in some countries has occurred unaccompanied
:

by changes in the socio-cultural structure: that is, urbaniza-

tion without urbanism. The second reason is closely related

to the first. The findings suggest that these social processes

by themselve or at least their indicators which enter into

the analyses cannot fully explain the fertility changes. Ït

is probable that other intermedj-ate variables also affect repro-

ductive behaviour. This view is not dissimilar to Heerrs argument,

d.iscussed above, that while economic arowth may be positively

related to fertility, it also generates forces which tend to

reduce fertility. Ileerrs "force5" may, Af course, be regarded.

as the intervening variables in this context. If this second

assumption is valid, then the inclusion of certain intermediate

variables..,,ould increase the amount of variance exFlained.
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l:r;:

The problem now is to identify these variables and to test

whether their inclusion would enhance the explanatory power

of urbanization and industrialization.

(iii) Females in Labour Force.

Kasarda (197I) examined the relationship between the

economic structure of forty-nine populations and their fertility

levels between 1960-69. In this study urbanization, industrialì-

zation and education were treated as exogenous variables; and

the intervening variables were (1) females in non-agricultural

occupations, (2) unpaid family workers, and (3) youth (under

15 years) employment. It was reported that the zero-order

correlations of each of the exogenous variables wiÈh fertility

were negative and significant, as were those between female in

labour force, youth employment and fertility. The partial

coefficient controlling for the exogienous variables, showed an

attenuated correlation between females in labour force and

fertility. Such findings are encouraging in that they provide

some supporL for the incorporation of intervening variables in
an explanatory model of fertility.

1 The finding that females in labour force is correlate<ì

with fert.ility level suggests that this variable may well be

included in a study of fertility decline. Previous research
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has usually borne out this association (Heer, .L964¡ Blake I

Lg65; Gendell and Kreiter, L967i Collver, 1968; Ridley, L96B¡

Weeks, L967i Viieller, 1968a | 1g68b). There are exceptions to

the rule, however. Stycos (1965) reported that Lima's female,

labour force has virtually the same fertility as house.wives.

Similarly, a survey of the data for Turkey (Stycos and Wel1er,

Lg67) shows no significant difference between working and.

non-working women with respect to their fertility. Federicits

analysis of the data for ltaly ind.icates that the inverse

relationship exists only in the more industrialized north

and non-existent in the agricultural south (Federici, 1968).

In view of the conflicting evidence, Hawthorn suggested that

the results are to be examined with caution; and that all that

can safely be saíd is that there does not seem to be a recorded

ínstance in which fertility is positively related to women in

labour force.

(iv) Religj-on

Another factor that may have an influence orl fertility

is religion. This factor cannoL be ignored in the study of

fertility in Quebec where an overwhelming majority of the popu-

lation are professed Catholics. Previous research in the United

States has uielded considerable evidence to support the



lproposition that, other things being equal, Catholics have

higher fertility rates than Protestants and Jews (stouffer,

1935; Kirk , 1955). A larger expected family size among the
:_:

:: fl¡lerican Catholics was also reported by Freedman, Whelpton

and Campbell (1959). Similarly, the findings of the princeton

Studies (Westoff, Potter, Sagi, and Mishler, 196Ii Westoff,

,: Potter and Sagi, 1963) substantiated this view. ïn Canada the
j same trend of higher fertility among Catholic French Canadians

in Quebec has been a long-standing demographic norm. More

recently, Burch (1966) compared the fertility among the Catholic
, sub-populations (by ethnic groups) in both the United States

I and Canada, noting in particular the case of euebec. It was

I found. that French Canadians in Quebec no longer exhibited the

I commonly-supposed high fertility. In fact, with the exceptJ-on

, of the north Vüest Territorities, the French Canadians have

, the lowest child-woman ratio in Canada. This corroboraLes the

," above d.escription of the recent fertility decline in Quebec.

Burch also noted that in 1961 more than fifty percent of Quebec's
:': i

population lived in cities of I001000 and over. This finding
I

led to the suggestion that increasing urbanization was a more
limportant factor lying behind Quebec's fertility decline.

' gurchls analysis further reveals that thê emerging lower ferti-
lity pattern was the result of lat,er marriages, and widespread

non-marriage. It was concluded that the distinctive, marriage
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pattern 
¡mong French-Canadian Catholics played an important role
i

in 'cletermininq the fertilitv Ievel.
!

'.. !

Burchfs findings raise some doubts about the commonly

assumed positive relationship between Catholicism and fertility.

Whether or not Quebecrs French-Canadian Catholics are a "special
i

' casê", l or that Catholicism in general is a less important de-
t'

terminant of fertility, is as yet open to question. ft is'''.
possible to surmise that as socieLy undergoes the process of

socio-economic developmentr "secularization'r tends to occur.
li

This would. imply that religion as a socio-cultural variable
l affecting fertility declines in importance in the course of

socio-economic development. Be it as it may, the evaluation

of the effects of secularization on fertility requires

knowledge of the changes in the religiosity. In the absence

,: 
of relevant data pertaining to this social psychological

ì' variable, it is difficult to assess the effects of religion
(or, for that matter, secularization) on fertility.

Summary of the Review

The foregoing review has examined. some theoretical

models of fertility change as well as some studies which in-

vestigated the relationship between fertility and other

.:._.:.ì ..
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socio-economic variables. Previous research on fertility is
I

relevant to the present thesis because it is a useful guide-
Iline for the delimitation of a set of variables which may be

applicable to the analysis of the fertiltiy decline in Quebec.

The findings of past, studies reveal that fertility is related

to urbanization, industrialization, education, income, nuptial

behavíour, and the participation of women in the labour force.

ft would appear that there is reason to include these variables

in the analysis of the effects of socio-economic determinants

on Quebecrs fertility decline.
I

I

I

Theore.tical Fra.mework Emp'lo)'ed. in This Thesis.

The theoretical framework postulated here is based 
;

upon the various models of human fertility reviewed above . 
,.:.

From the sociological point of view, changes in fertility trends

are affected by changes in the socio-economic structure. past 
,:,...:..:...

research has suggested that economic development has been one '::.:.i

of the major factors that has affect,ed ferLility. Increasingly , ';:,:l;:t.;
.-.: 

.: 
. 
.. 

.. ,.

d.evelopment is conceptualized. as a multi-dimensional process of

changes. Apart from the increment in per capita income and

national product, development also involves increasing urbaniza- 
'j:'.,.:,,,

tion and industrialization, changes in the occupational struc- ¡-.r '

ture, and a rise in the general level of educaLion of the popula-

tion. These structural changes in turn influence human
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behaviour, particularly marríage and the role of women outside

the homel. fh" two processes of change that have been shown to
i

i
be empirically associated with fertility decline in the deve-

loped nations are urbanization and industrialization. This

may be due to the fact that the social structure in urban-

industrial societies is such that it is conducive to smaller

families. In urban-industrial societies, education typically

tends to be prolonged. Presumably, the longer period of

training is required to prepare people for the increasingly

technical and professional occupations. With bet,Èer educational
I

qualifications more people would be employed in occupations
.

which offer better wages and salaries, with the result that

the income of the population in general increases. The

educational and economic opportunities open Lo women lead to

increased female participation in the labour force, and may

also affect the proportion of women entering marriage. It is

conceivable, under these circumstances, that changes in the norms

regarding the role of adult women would occur. Atl these

changes constitute social forces which affect human reproduction.

There j-s thus reason to suggest that, in general, the social

conditions found in urban-industrial sociêties are perhaps

incompatible with high fertilitY norms and large families.

Other demographic variables such as infant mortality and the
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:::.'j: '_ .

proportion of women widowed and. divorced may also have

effectslon fertiliÈy change. However, the primary concern
I

of this'thesis is to evaluate the effects of social d'eter-

minants on fertility. Attention is therefore focused' on l;,-,.'..;

the influence of the sttuctutal variables on reproductive

behaviour. The analysis of the effects of other variables

lies beyond the scope of the present study. For the present ::,:j:':'
, - :.'...,r,,

r

purposes, all other plausible demographic variables which 
:.:.:.:::

may affecL fertility are relegated to the category of 
:-t:'':":':

"residualt' vari-ables.
l

l
I

I A..ording1y, it is hypothesized. that the demonstrated

decline in the fertility rate of Quebec is related to the

variables shown in the following path dj-agram on p. 52 ,

The notation of this path diagram conforms to Wrightrs conven-

tions (wright, LgzLt Lg34, 1960). The two-headed curvilinear

arrows indicate non-causal correlaÈion among the independent 1-1..;,:1;

,"tt.rt....'

variables. The unid.irectional arrows represent a causal relation , . .
- _.:- - 

.:-: 
-

between each determining variable and each variable dependent ''"'¡""

upon it.

5I

It wíll be noted that the variable "Religion" is not

included in the model. The reason for the omission is the

r lack of data pertaining to the changes in the influence of

religion (e.g. change in the "religiosity" of Quebecrs popula-

tion). Admittedly, this is a serious limitation in the
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!'igure .2

Proposed Path Mode1

Y

X¿+

e4

where XI =

xz=
x¡=
x4=
x-=

5

Y=

^t-EÐ_

Url:aniza.tion

Industriali zati-on

Educatioir

Income

Women in Labour Force

FertiJ-ity

Residuals
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analysis of Quebec¡s fertilityr decline. It is hoped that
I

Jfuture research would incorporate this variable in the analvsis.
!

!

The set of varj-ab1es considered in this path diagram

is by no means an exhaustive list of the socio-economic

determinants of fertility. As Land (1969 z 3-4) noted:

i ...the essential idea of the causal modeli involves the construction of an over-
simptified model of reality in the sense

i that the model considers only a limited
number of variables and relations'.out of
the universe of social reality.

The six variables considered. in this thesis are delineated
:.:from past research and theory. The operationalization of

l

these variables and the research methodology used in the

verification of this model are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction

¡ The transition from high to low fertility that occurred ,. 
.

I

, ,r1, . -t..'

in the Province of Quebec between 1951 and I97L has been docu- :::..j..-
mented in Chapter one. The reserach problem in this thesis is 'l:'ll''r '

to investigate what underlying factors affected this transition"
Findings of previous research generally indicate that fertility

change is often associated wj-th the process of societal develop-
'

ment. In the present study Quebec¡s fertility decline ís con-

ceptualized as the result of the changes in Lhe socio-economic

structure of the community. Several variables are considered

to have possibly affected the Provincers fertility transition.
These are: urbanization, industrial-ization, education, income ..,,..,::.

and the particJ-pation of women in the rabour force. The hypo- 'l'" '"'.:'
.,,-,t.¡.,...'...

thesized relaLionship between the dependent variable and the r'':¡ : ''' .

independent variables are represented by a path model. This

chapter describes the research methodology employed in

verifying the hypothesized model :.,..''t.',".:'| ,: ..,:. ...: .- 
-...

, :j..:t.

54
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Selection of KeY Variables

.:, selection of the variables in the path model is .'.,.:.:.
':..:.::,.;'

based. on several considerations. In addition to the theoretical 
..":.:r:::::

concerns discussed in Chapter One, the associatíon between

fertility and the independent variables has been well-document'ed ,.,,,,,
' r'.. .' ,' .,'

some aspects of social change that occurred in Quebec in the ¡','i''.""'.i.:.: :: -l: :..:...

period under examination. As the present study attempts to

tormulate a sociological explanation of Quebecrs fertility

, decline the observed changes in the community can hardly be

. ignored. The variables, then, are selected on account of the

demonstrated relationship with fertility and the assumed

applicability to the socio-economic conditions in Quebec.

past research has provided the empirical grounds for
.. ..:..
:..''::.',.' the inclusion of the independent variables in the analysís.

:,1 Urbanization and fndustrialization have genera}ly been found

i to be nçgatively assocíated with fertility (Adelman and Morris,

1965; Tauber, 1966¡ Stycos, L968¡ Heer and Turner, 1965)' although

,.:;.1 positive relationships have been reported for some developíng
.-:ìj

I nations (Robinson, 1960 , L96L¡ ZataLe, L967a, 1967b). Note,
i

however, that the processes of urbanization and industrializa-
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tion in developing societies have been markedly different from

the Vüestern experinece; and. this difference, it has been

,i suggesÈed, perhaps explains the lack of aglreement among the

,eind'ings(Zarate,Ig67b).ASQuebecisessentia11yanurban-

industrial area in the Westr the generalization that urbaniza-

,,, 
ato* and industrialization are negatively correlated with

:'

studies substantiate the empj-rical reasons for including

Eclucation, Income and Women in Labour Force as independent.

vari-ables" Positive associations between fertilitv and. per

, capita income have been çeported in several investigations

, (aAelman, L963; Heer, L964; Friedlander and Silver, 1967; Heer

i and Turner, 1964; Stycos, I962i Stys, !957'). It has al-so been

found. that fertility is negatively correlated with Education

(Adelman, L963¡ Heer, L966¡ Tauber, 1966) t and. wiLh Women in

, Labour Fcrce (Blake , L965i Collver, L968¡ Gendell and Kreitrer, 
-'

'a

L967¡ Heer, L964i Kasardat L97L¡ Ridley¡ L96B¡ Weeks,1967i
i. :::.:.:-_.-. .- _:....:.-.:.:._.:.

.: '. :_-:. -_.-.

:.::::::.j-__--..--

Weller, L96Ba, 1968b) .

These variables are relevant to the study of Quebecrs
:....,,.,. fertility decline. The Province is a highly urban-industrial ,,-,,

community. Significant societal development took place

between 1951 and 1971. During this time Quebec became
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increasingly urbanized and industrialized.; and economic growth

brought about a general increment in the average income.

Concomitantly the Province experÍenced rapid and sometimes

sweeping social change; Change vüas especially far-reaching in ,

the late 1950s through the 1960s when Quebec was undergoing

the "Quiet Revolutionrr. Among the many conspicuous aspects of
socio-political change it may be noted. that more people attended

institutes of learning for longer periods of time; and that. the

proport.ion of women participating in the labour force íncreased

markedly. Hence, given both the theoretical framework and the

empirical findings from past research there is reason to suggest

that these variabl-es probably had some ef fects on Quelcecrs ferti-
lity decline.

Operationalization of the Variables

,,,: 
i.:...: 

;:i,: 
:.,,1',i 

:; i : .:

For statistical analysis, one empirical indicator is "':'ti""i,'':'

selected for each variable. rn operationalizing the variables ,t:,1':l':,ll,l',1,,',,1.",1:,

consideration is given to the assumed reLatíonship (the

epistemic correlation) between the conceptual variables and.

t.heir respectj-ve empirical referents. The choice of the ,.1.',¡,,..;,.,;¡:rì

indicators also takes into account the availability of data.

The variables are operationalized as follows

.:I

:_.1

i
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The dependent variable, fertility, is measured by the

General Fertility Rate (GFR), calculated according to the

following formula:

number of live births v 1 ^^^,,'E'ft - female population 15-44 years

. :,.,,.'' .1. ;,

The denominator consists of women in the child.-bearing ages , ' ' 
,,

presumably the potential môthers of the populatíon, and t:''l''t't

excludes all men, and. women "rtot at risk" by reason of age"

The indicator for Urbanization (Xf) was "per cent

urban population". This j-ncluded the population residing in

urban areas j-n each county in Quebec. The definition of 'rurban"

in the Censuses is: "The population living in (1) incorporated

cities, towns and villages with a population of 11000 and overi

(2) unincorporated places of 1r000 population or over having a

population density of at least 11000 per square mile; (3) the

built-up fringes of (I) and (2) having a minimum population of

11000 and a density of at least Ir000 per square miIe".

Tndustrialization (x2) is indicated by "per cent 
:,t,r-l:;.i..,.

labour force in manufacturing". This is a direct measure of the

secondary sector or the industrial base of the population.
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Education (X-) refers to the "female population
/t

attend.ingl school full-time, \^7ith Grade 9 ed-ucation and over""

This female school populat.ion roughly corresponds to the cohort

of women aged 15 to 24 years still attending school. v[omen in

this age group represent the younger cohort of marriageable

\Áromen in the child-bearing years " Full-time school attendance
i

signifies the level of education attained" Presumably, it also

impties that those females attending school ful-l-time are less

likely to be married or to have started to form families"

;

j

f I.r"o*" (X¿) is operationalized as "per cent wage-

earners with an income of $41000 and over". The proportion of

wagie-earners with higher incomes would presumably have more

disposable income. Hence, the statistical association of this

variable with fertility would indicate the effects of income

on fertility. bTote that people earning $4r000 and more comprised

the group of wage-earners in the highest -i.ncome category in the

195I Cl:nsus. Granted that the income of the general population

has increased over time, nevertheless this variable would still

include the group of wage-earners with above-average income ín

196f and 1971.
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!

i

Éor the variable Female participation in the labour

force (x5) I the data are taken from the female population 15

years and over who reported participation in the labour force

in each of the census years under examination. Idea1ly, the

working female population aged between 15 to 44 years would be

a more accurate measure of the effects of labour force partici-

pation on fertility change. Unfortunatelyo however, such data

for the counties are not included in the 1951 and f961 Censuses.

The indicator fo:: the variable X, therefore includes t'he female

working population past the child-bearing ages.

Source of Data

In this study Lhe Census of Canada and the Vital

Statistics for the years 195I and 1971 are the sources of data.

County data for each of the variables comprise the units of

analysis.

I

I There are two reasons for using the county as the unit

of analysis. Firstr âs Heer and Boynton (1970) have pointed outt

whj-Ie the great butk of cross-sectional fertility research has

used the correlation of varíous personal characteristics with

individual fertility, nonetheless research on the aggregative
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I level may be equally important" The authors used. the counties
in the united states as units of analysis in their study of
fertility. Secondly, it was argued in Chapter One that fertility

lr trends are aggregative social phenomena; and as such are to be

studied on the aggregative level. The counÈies in the province of
Quenec may be considered as a sub-provincial territorial
aggregate" Hence, it seems appropriate to use t.he county as a

unit of analysis in this study

some changes in the county boundaries are reported in
the L97l Census. rn preparing the data for analysis adjustmenL

is made to maintain comparability of the units of analysis"
This invorves the delineation of the counties with the same

boundaries in 1951, L96r and 1971-. For this purpose, the
counties in the 1951 Census are used as a basis of delineati-on.
Counties whose boundaries remain unchanged in the ITTL Censuses

are retained; while those in which boundary changes have been

reported are de1eted.. A list of the counties deleted for this
reason is given in Appendix A. As a result, the proportion of

I

the provincers total populatíon not included in the analysis
is 17 -4 per cent in 1951 and rB.5 per cent in rg7L. The universe 

,.,1:¡.'...,.,,.,

of analysis consists of 47 counties.
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;:;.::'r.f:

The Path Model and Hypotheses
I

l
I

The path model represents the posÈulated relationships

between fertiliLy and the independent varíabIes and. the causal

ordering of the independent variables. In this model it is

assumed that: (1) Urbanization (XI) and Industrialization (xZ)
iare exogenous; that is, they are completely determined by factors

outside of the postulated system, and none of the other variables

in the model has any effect on them" The remaining three indepen'

d.ent varj-ables (Education, Income and Women in Labour Force) are
:

endogienous in that they are determined by at least one other
j

measured variable in the system " (2) Education (X3) and Income

(X4) are both influenced by Urbanization and Industrialization.

The arrovrs (paths) leading from X., and X. to X, and X, containI¿54

path coefficients (standardized regression coeffj-cients or beta

weights) which ind.icate the direct effects of X1 and X2 on X, .

I¿3

and X4" (g) Simil-ar1y, !üomen in Labour Force (X5) is influenced

by Education and Income. The direct effects of X3 and Xn on XU

are measured by the path coefficients in each of the paths

Ieading from X, and Xn to XU
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i

ùft" ftypothesized relationships among the independent

and the d.ependent variables are specified below

(i) urbanization and IndustriaLLzatj-on have direct and

indirect effects on fertility" The indirect effects

consist of the influence on the intermediate vari-ables

Education, Income and Women in Labour Force.

(ii) Education and Income are a function of Urlcanization

and IndustriaLization; and also affect Women in

Labour Force"

(iii) I{omen in Labour Force directly affects the General

Fertility Rate, and i-s in turn ínfluenced by

Urbanization, Industrialization, Bduca.tion and. Income.

The relationships among the variables can be staied mathemati-

cally by the following set of recursive regression equations:

Xl (urbanization) = ê1
I

x. (lndustrialization) = ê2
z

X¡ (Education) = P31X1 : P3ZrL¡ = "3
x4 (Income) = P41Xl * PAZXZ * .4

X5 (Wgmen in Labour Force) = P53X1 + PS'X¡ * e5

Y (General Fertility Rate) = PyIXI * Py2XZ o ny¡*3 + PO4X4

* pys*s * .y

where P is the path coefficient of a specific path and the ers

the error in measurement or the effect of the residuals.

l1;:': -'
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Techniques of Analysis

i Path analysis is used to test the proposed model. A

brief description of this method is given below"

In essenceo path analysis is an extension of standardized

muttiple regression. First d.eveloped by Wright (L92L, 1960) ,

it is

a method of measuring the direct influence along
each separate path in such a system and thus of
finding the degree to which variation of a given

' i effect is determined by each particular cause.
Ij The method depends on the combination of knowledge
/ of the degree of correlation among the variables

i .' åi l^:'::;i"i'il'åiT3"::"-i;u3:=å: üo*1T.fl"::;::iu
relations are uncertain, the method can be used

' to find the logical consequences of any particular
ypoLhesis in regard to them.

(Wright, I92Lz 557')

That is to sây¡ path analysis is used to test theoretical

,,a,1 
model consisting of direct and ind.irect relationships that are ,.'.:,.

,l:.:,..

:: presumed to hold betv¡een the variables in the model. The
,:...: _.

.t,'t.

""" objective is to examine the fit of the model to the data. De- i'''t:'

pending on the closeness of fit, the rnodel is either retained or

I modified for further tests. If modification of the model is
.-:..

.r:.: i - :.j' :' :.

','l requi-red, "the ínadequacies of the model should precipitate a .,.,:.,,

, reconstruction of the substantive theory that generated the

causal model at the outset". (Land , L969: 4) .
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The introduction of path anarysis into sociorogi-cal
analysis has been largely the efforts of Blalock (Lg64, 196g),
Boudon (1965 , L96B), Duncan (1966 , L969) , and Land (1969) .

Duncan (19662 7) pointed. out that
, As a pattern of interpreta.tion.,.path analysisis invaluable in makiñg .xpricit Lrre ,iliãå.r.for.3 set of regressioñ caicuiations" 

'-tå 
grear.merit of the path scheme"..is that it makes theassumptions explicit ana tånãs to force the dis-cussion to be at least internally consistent, so ithat mutualry incompatible assumptions are noLintroduced. surrepetitiousry into different partsof an argument...

Apart from forcing the internar consistency of the argument.,
path analysis has other contributions to the refi-nement of
explanation. Land (L969: 12-16) poÍn.bed out that the as the
i-nter-relationships among the J-ndependent va.riables. path
regression coefficients (ci¡) were computed. This coefficient
is essenti-arly the same as a parti_ar regression coefficient
except that it is specified in a system that involves the
residual variables (wright., Lg60) . rt measures the direct con-
tribution of one independent variable to a vari_abre dependent
upon it. standardized path coefficients or simply path coeffi_
cients (eii) were then calcurated from the path regression
coefficients using the formula:

tí
Fî- "Pij = cij
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where c.: _r represents Èhe path regression coefficient, and çr_l

indicates the standard deviation of the ith variablè with

al-I other variables in the system except variable j which is
held constant" The path coefficient then is a numerical value

which expresses the direct effect of variable i on variable j

in ,cerms of the fraction of the standard deviation of variabre

i due to variable j rvhen other variables are held constant

The correlation and path coefficients are used to solve

the recursÍve equations " A residual path coefficient for each

equ.ation is also calculated by using the squared multiple
correlation coefficient for that equation:

yx

where ¡2 is the squared. multiple correlation coefficienL.
The mathematical adequacy of the model is tested by

applyÍng the path Lheorem:

stij = ?Pil. t¡r.

the zero-order correlation

the number of the dependent variable

the number of the independent variable

the number for all the variables between

i and j, including j

the path coefficient.

of the path analysis are presented in

where t

i
j

k

p=

The results

Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER THREE

PRESENTATTON OF FINDTNGS

ïntroduction

The resul-ts of the statistical analyses are reported
in this chapter. Two sets of data, taken from the t95l and

r97r census_esf are entered into the analysis. Thus, the test
of the proposed mod.el consists of two cross-sectional analyses.

For theoretical and empirical reasons it has been

postulated that the variabl-es in the proposed model are inter-
related. The assumed. causal ordering of the variables are

specified by the directions of the paths (see Figure 2, p 52) .

Testing the model involved (a) demonstrating the inter-relation-
ships among the variables, (b) finding the specific direct and ¡:..:;:..,

,j:'r,-.ri:indirect effects of the independent variables on the dependent t,'

variabl-e, and. (c) examining the mathematical adequacy of the ,,¡.,;..

model. The following report. is comprised. of such findings. The

zero-order correlations indicating the observed inter-relationships
among the variables are summarized in the upper-right triangle .,¡;....,

"' . ttt:

of the matrices. The statist,ics appearing in the lower-left
triangle represent the estimated correlations calcurated
according to the path theorem. Comparisons of the observed and

67



the estimated values in the matrices provide the basis for

evaluating the mathematical adequacy of the model. Results of

the regression analyses are presented in sulnmary tables

showing the stand.ardized. regression coefficients, the proportion

of variance explained and the standard errors of the variables.

Path diagrams with the calculated path coefficients accompany
j

the summary tables.

Flndíngs

i (i) les1.-

r Presented in Table 2 is the zero-order correlation

matri-x obtained from the 1951 data. The correlation coeffic-

ients (r's) indj-cate the degree of association among the

variables. The directions of the relationships are indicated by

the (t) signs. rt can be seen that fertility (GFR) is moder- 
,.,,^:;.: .

ately correlated with Urbanization (r = -.382) and Industrializa- t'.;."'.i;,i'

tion (-.456) . The degrees of associatíon with Education (-.116) .,'' ',,'.'
,l-.: .: 

:.

and with income (-.184) appear to be rather weak, while the

relationship with Women in Labour Force (Wf,r¡ is the strongest

(-.629). Note that the correlations between GFR and the other 
,t.,i..ì,,::
':tr"_-.variables are all negative. This conforms to the expected

directions of the relat.ionshi-ps

6B
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ì

bhe rts for the ind.ependent variables signify their

inter-relationships" Urbanization is significantly correlated

with Industriatization (.669) , Income (.439) and Vü]JF 1"7a9) .

Ind.ustrialization is positively correlated with WLF and Income'

the r' s being .6l-7 and. .I57 respectively. The r for WLF and

Income ("274) is moderate. Education is the only variable in

1951 which does not vorrelate well with the other variables.

70

The findings can be interpreted in the follorving way.

In 1951 the processes of urbanization and industriaLization

occur together. It appears that a large proportion of the

population earning above-average -incomes reside in urban areas.

However, this does not include the people employed. in the

manufacturing industries. Stated differently' few people

ernployed in the manufacturing industries earn above-average in*

comes. Female participation in the labour force is concentrated

in urban areas; and the majority of working women are employed

in the manufacturing. Thís perhaps explains the moderate corre-

lation for WLF and Income.
I

I

Contrary to expectations, Ed.ucation is

urban-industrial development in 1951. The

Urbanization and Industrialization do not

with

with

not associated

weak correlations

lend themselves
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to any ready interpretation. It is easier, however, to explain
!

the weak,correlations with Income and WLF. Education is opera-

tionalized as the female school population in Grade 9 and over. 
.,1.,

Presumably, the female school populat.ion is less likely to hold

gainful employment in the work force.

i
:..1

I The negative correlations between GFR and Urbanization , 'i

Industrialization and WLF signify the tend.ency of the urban- ','.l

industrial population to have lower fertility. The inverse

relationshíps mean that urbanization, industrialization and the

particípation of women in the labour force are conditions that

are conducive to fertility decline. The same can be said, to a

less clegree , of the effects of Income

The results of the regression analysis of the 1951 data

are summarized j-n Table 3. In this tabl-e, the coefficient of

:l determination (R2) indicates the proportion of variation in the

:, dependent variable explained by the independ.ent variables.

The column R2 change shows the changes in the amount of variance

explained by the addition of the independent variables in the

j t"gression analysis. That is, each statistic in this column

refers to the additional variance explained by the introduction

of that independent variable into the regression equation.

' _-:'-:: :._-_'
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The Beta Weights are the path coefficients (i.e. the standardized

regression coefficients) " Each beta weight represents the amount

of standardized units of change in the dependent variable brought

about by one standardj-zed unit of change in the independent

variable when the effects of the other independent variables are

controlled for.

" 

':t"

: ft can be seen that in 1951 the R2 for all five inde- ',','.','',
: ,t.:.:,, .:

pendent variabl-es is "458" This means that all the independent

variables together account for 45. B per cent of the total
I variation in GFR. More specific information regarding the

amount of variation in GFR explained by each independent vari-

able is provided by the statistics listed in the R2 change

I colurnn. Of the five ind.epend.ent variables Urbanization (n2 =

.146') and ffiF 1p2'= .220) are the two varj-ables with the

greaLest explanatory power. The introduction of Industrializa-
:i tion and Education into the regression equation only increases lr,,.l

: the amount of explained varíance- by 7.2 per cent and 1.2 per r,r.','-".
:-.::,:.:,:.

cent respectively. Income accounts for the least variation
l

in GFR, as it accounts for only an additional 0.7 per cent of

t'he Lotal variance ' 
':'jr':,::,,:

I

The path coefficients (beta weights) can be interpreted

as measures of the direct influence of each independent variable
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upon GFR with adjustments made for all other independent

variables. The path coefficienLs for all the paths in t.he model

were calculated according to the set of recursive regression

equations listed in Chapter Two (p. 63), and are presented in
Figure 3. The (t) signs pertaining to the beta- weights in
Tab1e 3 indicate the direction of Lhe relationship. fn regress-

ion analysis, the positive and negative signs refer to the

direction of the slope of the resression line.

The beta weights in Table 3 show that WLF V3= -.731)

has the largest direct effect on GFR, followed by Urbanization

(.378) and Industrializat,ion (-.236). By comparison, Education

(-.111) and Income (-.123) have relatively less direct influence

on GFR. An examinat.j-on of both the n2s and. the path coefficents

reveals a striking pareIIeI. WLF has the greatesL explanatory

power (n2 = .220); and it also shows the }argest path coefficient.
Similarly, Urbanization, with a R2 of .L46, has the second

largest path coefficient. The same can be said of the other

variables" The path coefficíents signify some important aspects

regarding the relationships of the variables. It can be seen

that, other things being equal, the effect. of the participation

of women in the labour force significantly influence fertility.
It j-s perhaps understandable that gainful employment outside the
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Fígure 3

Path Coefficients
e3=.11ffi Çt

.633

for 1951

=J 1-.511

Qa

e

1
f

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

v
Y

'136

6"\

.863

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

Y

ul = I"00

"2 = 1.00

(-.015) + .033 + .863(e3)

.630 + (-.276) + .e63(e¿)

.631 + .209 + .005 + (-.040) + .633 (e5)

.378 + (-.236) + (-.111) + (-.123)

+ (-.731) + .736(e")

1-'4sa
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l

home for women is somewhat incompatible wittr raising a fa.mity.

As Blake (1968) argues, having young children at home might mean

forgone economic opportunities for the mothers. Also, participa-
tion in the labour force J-eaves the women 1itt.Ie time to care

for their children. For these reasons working females are less
likely t.o have children. The negative effect of Ed.ucation on

fertility lends some support to the findings reported in past

research. However, it must be noted tha-t the negative influence
of Education on fertility is rather v¡eak. Then, too, gri_ven the
operationalization of this variable in the presenL study, it
can hardry be inferred from the finding that a higher level of
educational among the population is conducive to fertility
decline.

contrary to Beckerrs "income determinant" hypothesis
(see chapter one, pp. 3l-33 ), the path coefficient for rncomå

shows that the d.irect effect of income on fertility is negative.
The findíngs in the present study rend some support to the
argument that income has a negative influence on fertility. The

data do not yield convincing evidence, however, and can onry be

interpreted as a suggestion that the income effect in 1951 is
likeIy to be inhibitive on the fertility IeveI.

I
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The positive path coeffícient for urbanization

d.eviates f rom the expected dj-reçtion of the relaLionship " It

is hypothesized that Urbanization has a negative influence on

fertility, while the zero-order correlation j-ndicates that

Url¡anization is negatively associated wit'h fertility, lhe patlr

coefficient shows that this variable per se has a positive

effect on fertitity. This finding does not lend itself to a

ready explanation. It may be suggested, however, Lhat although

urbanization may have a positive effect on fertility, there

are other counter-acting influences present so that the zero-

order correlation, in the final analysis, shows a negative

association between this variable and fertility. This sugges-

tion can be verified by the calculation of the total indirect

effects of the ind.ependent variable. The computation of the

Total Ind.irect Effects (TIE) is described below.

In path analysis, the bivariate correlation between an

exogenous variable (Xi) and an endogenous variable (Xj) is

defined. as the total effect of Xi on X¡ (l,and, I969t 16) . The

total effect consists of the d.irect and indirect effects'

Hence, given the knowledge of the direct effect (the path co-

efficient) and the bivariate correlation, the Total Indirect

Effect (TIE) of X1 on Xi can be calculated by applying the

equation
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;

Total Indirect Effect (TIE) of X1 on Xi = rji _ pii

where T is the bivariate correlation, and p the path coefficient.
For 1951, then, the TrE of the independent variabres ares

TIE of X, on y = ryl - pyl = (-.¡e2)-(.378) = _.760

TIEofX^onY=T^-11 (-z - -y¿ 'y2 .-.456) - (- ,236)= -.220
TrE of x, on y = ry3 - pyS = (-.116)-(-.111)= _"005

TrE of x4 on y = yy¡ - py, = (-.fe4)-(-.I23)= _.061

TIE of X5 on Y = ry5 - py5 = G.629)-(-.731)= .OB2

rt can be seen that through its association with the inter-
mediate variables, urbanization has a negative indj-rect effect
on fertility. The positive direct effect is probably off-set
by the total indirect effects. rndustri-alization also has some

negative j-ndj-rect effects on fertility. For the other variables
the total indirect effect.s appear to be quite smalr.

, The next step in the anarysis is to test the mathe-
mathicar adequacy of the mod.el. This involves calcurating
esÈimates of the correlations from the path coefficients. The

path theorem is applied to the proposed model, and the correla-
tions are estimated according to the forlowing equations:
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1¿

I
I

,t2

t3

'32=Prrr2znPAztLz

r4I= P4lrll + Pq2'r2L

r51 = PStrll + p5 2r2L * P53r3l o P5 4Y4L

r42 = Pe2rzz + P4 3132 + P¿LrL2

rSZ = p52r2Z + P53132 ¡ P54142 + p5LrLz

r43 = P43r33 + P4Zt23 + P4tr13

r53 = P53r33 + PS1rZ3 + PStr43

t54 = P54t44 + P53134 * Psltl4

tyl = Polrtt + PozrzL + P"3r3t + Pr4r41 + Po5r51

ty2 = Py.zrzz + Prrrlz + Po3r32 + Pyar4z + Pr5r52

ty3 = Pr3r33 + Pu2r23 + P"rrt: + P"4r4, + Py5r53

,y4 = Py4t44 + Py3r3a + Przrz4 + Pylrr4 + Pt5r54

ty5 = Posrss + Pr4x 4s * Py3t35 + P"zr25 + Prlrt5

orrelation

gzt zL

bserved

T+
31-11v
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Table 5

Differences Between the Observed and

Estimated Correlations, 1951.

*1*r*tx4*sY
*l

x2 .0 00

"3 "003 "001

xq .003 .005 .095

x5 .oo7 .014 .016 .004

Y .006 .004 .031 .016 .050

B1
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The values of the estimated correlations are presented in
the belo*-Urrnonal matrix in Table 4.

':' It can be seen that in general the estimated. correla-
tions are very simil-ar to the observed. correlations. The

differences are very small, and may be attributed to rounding
,.1 ;. errors j-n the calculation" The similarity between the observed

:j and estimated correlations suggests that the mcdel is mathe*

matically adequate for the computation of the postulated direct
i and indirect effects of Lhe causally antecedent variables an6

the va-riables dependent upon tirem. To complete the presentation
:

i of findings, the arithmatic differences between the observed
ll

I and estimated correlations are given in Table 5.

To summarize, in 1951 the variables in the model

explain 45 "87 per cent of the total variance in the dependent 
.:;:.,::,;

, variable" WLF has the strongest explanatory power, and. accounts ,..,,,;¡i'.:

for 22.0 per cent of the variation in GFR. Urbanization explains ;:',1' ''- 
:': .'14.63 per cent of the variance. Education and Income appear to

be very weak explanatory variables. The inter-correlations among

.i th" independent variables indicate that they are highly correlated ,....,,.,,,

i with one another. For reasons that are not quite obvious t 
':'"':::

Education j-s the only exception in this regard. With respect

B2



I

to the relationships between GFR and the other variables, the

negative correlations conform to the expected directions of
the relationships. The findings lend some support to the postu-

laLion that these variables may be factors conducíve to fertility
decline 

"

Results of the path analysis show that W.LF has the

largest direct effect on fertility. The negative path coefficient
suggests that, other things bei_ng equal, the participation of
\{omen i-n the lalrour force is an inhibitive determinant. of
fertility" Urbanization also has a significant direct effect
on fertility in 1951. However, contrary to expectations the

direct. effect is positive. computation of the toLal indirect
effect of thís variable on GFR reveals that the indirect effects
are negative" It is suggested that the negative indirect
effects off-set the positive direct influence of Urbanization.

| 
,,ii::

..'.
i The path theorem is used to test the mathematical .. ,',

adequacy, of the model. ït is found that the estimated correla-
tions are strikingly similar to the ol¡served correlations, thus

indicating that the postutated paths in the model are statistically i,;,.,.
'i::.:ì- :

sound. 
,

B3
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(ii) r97L.-

The correlation matrix obtained from the 197f data 
,r.._i,

(Table 6) differs from the 1951 matrix in many respects. Of

the five independent variables, Education, Income and \nILF show

the most noticeable changes f rom the 1951 findings. For 
,,.,,,,),

Education the r is -.116 in 1951, but increases to -"459 in L97L. :'

The statistics for fucome are -.184 and -.466 in 1951 and L|TL ';""i"
,: 

l:'

respectívely. On the other hand, the degree of association

between GFR and WLF has d.ecreased over ti-me. The r drops from

-.629 in 1951 to -.27 9 in L97L" Similarly, the r for Industria-

lization-GFR is -"220e compared with -"456 in 1951. A slight

change in the r for Urbanization-GFR can also be observed

As regards the inter-correlations among the independent

variables, it. can be seen that Urbanization correlates well
. . :: :;...

it--!1.:.r,

with Education ( .603) r Income ( . Zf g) and WIF ( .511) . The i::r'r:::ll

rather weak relationship with Industrialization (.226) comes ,..i:,,,.','...::

as a sqrpriser âs it deviates considerably from the 1951

statistic. The r's between Industrialízation and the other

i variables are largely unexpected. Apart from the above-mentioned 
,.::itl
.t1...::..

low r with Urbanization and with GFR, Industrialization is only

weakly associated with Education (.150) and WLF (.205)' and does
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not correlate with Income at all. By contrast, Education cor-

relates very well with Income (.7f8) and WLF (.645) and

Urbanization (.603); and Income is also significantly associated

with WLF (.53r).

The findings suggest certain tendencies in L97L which

are not so apparent in 1951. Tire inverse relationships between

GFR and EducaLi-on and Income are more prominent in I97L than

in 1951. This indicates that Education and Income have become

closely related Lo Quebecrs fertility d.ecline over time. Con-

versely, the diminished rrs for GFR and IndustriaLization VüLF

signify that negative relationships of these variables have

become weaker in 1971"

' The inter-relationships among Education, Income r ,

Urbanization and WLF also deserve at.tention. Note that WT,F is
..;..

, related to Urbanization, Education and Income more so than to

Industrialization. This may be i-nterpreted to mean that the

participation of women in the labour force Lend to be concen-

trated in urban areas where the income i-s perhaps higher; but

i that female employment is not necessarily confined to occupations 
ii,::,',ii,.

in the manufacturing industries, as indicated by the relatively

low correlation between WLF and Ind.ustrialization. It may

86
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be suggested here that female employment is more related to the
I

growth of the tertiary sector of the economy, which offers
employment opportunitj-es in clerical, sales or other occupations

typically located in urban settings

In regard. to the results of the regression analyses,

the R2, in Table 6 shows that the independ.ent variables

explain 3I"26 per cent of the total variance in the depend.ent

variable. Education has the greatest. explanatory power in L97L¡

and is. the only independent variable which explains rnore than 10
ì

per cent of the variance in GFR (n2 = .119) . Reference to the
:.¡

statistics listed in the Ro Change column would provide infor-

mation concerning the proportion of variance explained by each

independent variable. Thus, Urbanization accounts for 9 per

cent, Industrialization 2.5 per cent, Income 7"I per cent and

WLF 4.3 per cent of the variance in GFR.

Compared to the n2s for 1951, the independent variables

explain L4.6 per cent less of the variance in L97L. WLF shows

the most significant decrease in the explanatory pov¡er. The

R2 for this variable has dropped from .22L in 1951 to .006 in
L97L. It is to be noted that this variable which explains the

greatest proportion of variance in 1951 is the weakest
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explanat.ory factor in 1971. The Rzs for Urbanization and

Industrialization have al-so diminished; but the decrease in

these two cases is less drastic than that observed in I¡ILF , ::-:::.¡.:.:,:

As aforementioned, the n2s for both Education and rncome have "''1''"'"¡

.increased in magnitude. Most studies of fertitity,have found

that Education is an important factor af fecting fertility. 
, ,.,, ,

That Education is the variable with the largest R2 in L}T]- is ". ,,,',

indicative of its relative importance aS a determinant of 'r"¡, '..''.,

fertility. It may be said, then, that this finding yields some 
'.';: ':

confirmatory evidence of the significance of Education as a

factor affecting fertility"

The reduùt,ion in the amount of variance explained in

I97L presents some difficulty in the interpretation of the

findings. The question arises as to why the same variables

account for a larger proportion of variance in fertility in
'j '1_ " 1'I 1951 than in L97L when i-t is known that increasing socio- '.:¡,Ì1::',:,;

economic development has occurred during this time. If Urbaniza- ,.t,1.':.,.
. . 

j..1:l

, tion and WLF significantly affecL fertility in 1951 it is

Iogical to expect that these variabLes rvould explain even

1 
^rì --l--^-- - 1 -,i more of the variance in I97L, given a larger percentage of ..:'i.:::.::

r -. ,, r..:..:'

j urban population, an increase in the participation of women in

] ttre labour force, and a marked decline in fertility (compare



the arithmatic means of these variables ín Tab1e 3 and Tal:le 6) .

IYet the'analysis yíelds precisely the opposite results. It may

be recalled that these independent variables are, presumably'

indicators of some aspects of socio-economic development. The

unexpected finding, then, is a challenge to the assumed linear

relationship between development and fertility. As there is

no apparent explanation for the reduction in the R2 in !g7L,

one miþht speculate on the possibility of a curvilinear

relationship between development and fertility. It may be

that fertility responds more sensitively to the changes in the
I

socio-economic conditions at an earlier stage of development

than at a mature stager so that the association between

fertility and the various indicators of development would

level-off. But perhaps a more plausible explanation is to be

found in the economic analyses of fertility is affected by

the rrKutznets cycles" of economic fluctuations (see, for

example, Easterlin, 1962; Leibenstein, L957) " There is reason

to suggest, then, that fertility may respond more sensitively

to the rate of growth and development than to the absolute

increase reflected by the indicators of development. Now it is

possible that development in Quebec occurred at a faster rate

in the post-war years than in the late 1960s. If this is the

case, then the analysis of the cross-sectional data for the

indicators of development would probably yield more clear-out

90
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results in 1951. This might account for the reduction in the

R2 for the variables in i-g7l-. Then, too, the rapid and wide-

spread educational development in Quebec in the 1960s may have

exceed.ed the rate of economic growth. This might have led,to,

the emergence of Ed.ucation as a more powerful explanatory

variable in LglL. In any evenL, verification of the above

suggestions requires longiLudinal analysis of the time-seri.es

change in the economic conditions. In the absence of such

information, it is impossible ej-ther to confirm or reject this

hypothesis" The interpretation of the rests, then, remains a

matter of sr:eculation.

The path coefficients for all the paths in the model

are presented in Figure 4 along with the surnmary statistics

in Table 6. As can be expected, the beta weights in Table 6

indicate that the direct effects of Industrj-alization, Educa-

tion and Income on GFR are negative. Urbanization retains a

positive direct effect on fertility, but the size of the path

coeffícient is diminished. wLF is the only variable in L971-

whose influence on GFR shows a complete reversal from 1951.

Not only is the magnitude of the path coefficient significantly

reduced, but the negative effect has algo disappeared.
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Figure 4

Path Coefficients I Ig7I-.

Xl="I=1.00
X2 = "2 = 1.00

Xg = .599 + .014 + .797 (e3)

x4 =.758 + (-.175) +.674(en)

x5 = .101 + .114 + .460 + .747

Y = .2L9 + (-.254) + (-.268) +

+ .103 + .828 (er)

€.' =Jffi3

.8À8

Y

+ .738(e5)

(-.4es)
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lrt *r" mentioned in Chapter One that there is general

agreement that the participation of women in the labour force
has a negative influence on fertility. In this study the

analysis of the 1951 data yields strong evidence to support

this conËention. The finding for L97L is contrary to all
expectations. Again, the probrem of interpreting this finding
emerges. rt may be suggested that the participation of women

in the labour force affects the younger cohort of potential
mothers more than women in the older age-groups. For the younger

women, working outside the home may be incompatible with family
formation. Thus, r^/omen who are starting a family or have

children at. home, especiarly infants and pre-schoolers, tend

to give up gainful employment and devote the time to raising
the child.ren. conversely, it is also possible that married

\{omenr perhaps out of economic considerations or for some other
reasons, are induced to enter into or remain in the work force;
and, because of the conflicting ro1es, may probably be less

disposed to have children. For women in the order age-groups,

however, enLry or re-entry into the labour force when the
I

children are older and less demanding on the motherts time and
i

attention is not uncommon. rt has been reported that married

women in canada gienerally experience a rrtwo-phase" working

life cycle (oept. of Labour, 1964; Allingham, L967a, L967b¡

ostry, 1968). The first phase is active participation in the

work force in the late teens and early twenties. After

'lì.::
.'t.:: ..:.
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marriage'aSubStantia1proportionofwomenwou1dremain

working for some time until they begin to have children. The

second phase of the working life cycle begins when some \úomen

re-enter the work force in mid.dle age. This "second flow" of

women j-nto the labour market, according to Ostry (1968), was

a development of the 1950s and continued. into the 1960s. If,

therefore, the participation of women in the labour force in

Quebec in the late 1960s and in l97I increased because of the

second flow of women who have already completed their family

formation, the data for the variable WLF would be contaminated,

and this may result in statistical findings which are difficult

to explain. Be it as it may, the data d.o not permit further

analysis of the effects of labour force participaLion on the

fertility of younger women who are more likely to be start.ing

families

To assess the TIE of the independent variables in I97L,

same procedure described above is carried out. The findings

presented below:

the

are

TIE of

TIE of

TIE of

TIE of

TIE of

XlonY

X2 on Y

X3onY

X4 on Y

X5onY

= -.519

= "032

= -.191

= .019

= -.382
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The results indicate that Urbanization, Education and ffiF
have negative indirect effects on GFR, whereas the indirect
effects of Ind.ustrialization and Income are positive. The

same interpretation of the meaning of the negative índirect 
,

.effect of urbanization in 1951 may be suggested for LgjL,

The indirect effects of Industrialization and Income are quite
small. For WLF the TIE is affected by the association of this

, variable with the causally antecedent variables " Since there

is no varj-a-ble interveníng wLF and GFR, the TrE takes into
account all the direct and indirect effects of the other

I 
t"dependent variables on GFR via WLF. Strictly speaking, WLF

i has no indirect effect on GFR as the path model is a- set of

r recursive equations 
"

The findings of the correlation and regression analyses

having been presented, the result.s of the test for the mathe- 
i,.:..:,.:

matical adequacy are discussed below. The estimated correlations l:qì.,..

calculated according to the path lheorem appear in the below- ,..1..,,
: i.::. :

diagonal matríx in Table B" The arithmatic differences between

the observed and estimated correrations are given in Table g.

In general, the differences betv¡een the correspond.ing statistics ,,.i.,,.,.,

are very small. Reference to the stand.ard errors of the '::-":':'

variables listed in Table 6 reveals that the differences may be

d.ue to the standard error of estimate, which is simply the

standarddeviationofactua1Yva1uesfrompredictedY'va1ues
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As in 19,51,
I

!

computat.ion

the causally

upon them.

then, the model is mathematically adequate for the

of the postulated direct and indirect effects of
antecedent variables and the variables dependent

i I* sum, the variables in the model explain 3L.2 per

cent of the variance in GFR for the ]-gTL data. compared to the

results obtained from the 1951 data, the model accounts f.or a

smaller proportion of variance in L97L. rt is tentatively
'

suggested that fertility may be more sensitive to the rate of
development or the short-term fructuations in the economic

conditions; and that a cross-sectional analysis may be in-
âdequate in unveiling the t.ime-serj-es changes in both the in-
dependent and dependent variables. The path coefficients per-

taining to the paths leading from the independent variables
to GFR show that the direct effects of ïndustrialization,
Education and Income are all negative. This finding conforms to
the expected direction of the relatj-onships. As in 1951,

urbanization appears to have a positive direct effect on GFR.

Howeverr the total indirect effect of this variable on GFR is
found to be negative. The positive direcL effect of wLF on

fertility is totally unexpected; and there seems to be no

obvious explanation for this finding. However, it was speculated
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Table 9

Differences Between Observed and

Estimated Correlations, L97L,

x1 x2 x
Ĵ

X,
4

X-
f

Y

I

*z

x3

x4

x5

Y

.UU

.019 ,001

.114.043

.013

.020

"00

.001

.001

.041 .L23

.135 "073 .076
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that the data for this variable may be confounded by an un-

known proportion of \nromen with completed fertility re-entering

the Iabour force.

_ Comparison of the observed and estimated correlations

reveals that the differences are very small and may be attri-

buted either to rounding errors in calculations or to the

standard errors of the variables. The mathematical adequacy of

the model stands"



CHAPTER FOUR

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTON

This thesis has attempted to investigate what under-

lyirrg fr"tor= have affected the transition from high to low 
,,.,,,,,-1..,

, fertility that occurred in the Province of Quebec between 1951 .1,':,''..:.

i and 197I. The purpose of the stud.y is to formulate a sociolo- .:,..-,'."..-r:,''l

I 
set of variables which are assumed to be plausible determinants

i of fertility are delineated and. subsequently entered into

I "tatistical analysis to assess the extent to which Quebects

. fertilitv decline can be accounted for by these variables.

r The selection of the key variables for empirical

verification is based upon the findings of previous research
l

ìi The theory of demographic transition postulates that signi-
, ficant changes in fertility would result from the processes of
'. socio-gconomic development" Evidence in support of this

postulation can be found in a sizeable body of research. It

,ì 
nr= generally been found that fertility change is often asso-

ciated with various socio-economic factors. In the present
I

study, development is conceptualized as a multi-variate process

of change. The socio-economic variables shown to be related

100
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to fertility change are considered as indicators of the general
¡

process ,rof development" It is further suggested that these
I

vari.ables not only are related to fertility change but are

arso inLer-related among themselves. There are, then, inter-
active effects of the socio-economic variatrles which affect
the fertility level. The variables v¿hich have been shoçn to
be rerated to fert.ílíty are urbanizatj-on, industrialization,
education, income, and the participaLion of t{omen in the

labour force. Accordíngly, these variables are selceted as

indicators of development. The specific inter*relationships
:

among these variables are posLulated in a path model which
l

indicates the causal ordering of these variables as well as

their posturated rerationships with fertility" The path model

cannot be regarded as an exhaustive list of factors affecting
fertility. rt may best be considered as a simplified version

of social reality representing the relat.ionship between

fertility and certain aspects of development.

The data vrere taken from the 1951 and L97L Censuses.

The path analysis involves two sets of cross-sectionar data.

rt is found that in 1951 arr the variables are negatively cor-
related with fertility. The findings i-n general support the

postulated relationships between fertility and the independent

variables. The results of the regression anarysis of the 1951

data indicate that the independent variables explain 45.8 per

cent of the variance in fertility. mF is the variable with
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the greatest expranatory power. Education and rncome appear

to be weak expranatory factors. As regards the path coeffic-
ients, I,[LF shows the largest negative infruence on fertility.
The posiltíve direct. effect of Urbanizat,ion on GFR is unexpected.

However, further analysis reveals that the totar indirect
effects of this variable is negative. rt is then suggested

that the positive effect may be offset by the negative effects
so that the zero-order correlation, which indicates the total
effect, shows a negative rel-ationship between Urbanization and

fertílity, rn testing the mathematj-cal adequacy of the model,

it, is found that the est.imated correlations are closely
similar to the observed correlations"

The findings for the L97I data are quite different from

the results obLained from 1951. The coefficient of determination
indicates that the same independ.ent variables account for only

ir...-'-t..-:-,

3L.2 per cent of the variance in fertility. This finding i'..'¡'¡.'¡tJ
.. - .; -. ..r

significantly deviates from expectations. As there is no ..,',,,,,,,,¡,,,1,

obvíous explanation for the reductj-on in the amount of variance ' t'

explainedo it. is suggested that perhaps the relationship between

fertility and development is more complex than is conceptualized. 
,:.rr:i..irì.,

rt is further suggested that fertility may respond more sensi- :'. r'l
I

tively to the rate of development and the short-term economic

fructuations. rf this be the case, then a cross-sectional
analysis is inadequate in revealing the dynamics of change and 

.:.,:.:..,.
the relationship with fertility. ',,t,',.,..,.....
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The positive path coefficient for WLF-GFR deserves some

atLenLion. This positive direct effect is totally unexpected.

There seems to be no logical explanation for this finding.

Not only does this finding deviate from the demonstrated.

negative influence WLF has on fertility reported in previous

studies, but it also contrasts sharply with the large negative

effect found for the 1951 data. The naLure of the ¡:elationship

can perhaps be better explained through further research in-

volving cohort analysis of the female work force. For the

present purpose, however, the interpretation of this finding

remains problematic.

To summarize, the analysis undertaken in this thesis

yield.s results which in general lend some support to the

postulated relationships between the selected variables and.

fertility. That the path model in this study only explains

45"8 pêr cent and t1., per cent of the total variance in

fertility in 1951 and I97L respectively signifies that other

variables may be included in the analysis Lo enhance the ex-
Iplanatory power of the model. The selection of add.itional

variables may take into consid.eration the structural variables,

social psychological variables and the intermediate variables

listed by Davis and Blake (1956) when the relevant data are

available. Longitudinal time-series change studies to the

dynami-cs of change in the socio-economic conditions of the

community.

:-i
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Ttre ümitations of üre data used j¡l thre anallzsis are to be

noted. In ttris study th.e variable Education is operaLionalized. as

:. the female nopulation attending schoor fulr-tjme, w.j-th Grade 9
, rt.'

, education and over. Ttre level of educatj-on attaj¡red by the out-of-
'school female population Ís not tak-en into account. Ttrus, the

..,i em¡:irical indicator for Education does not rneasr:re adequately the

' effect of education on the entÍre cohort of !runen in the child-
:j

working wcfiìen aged 15 years and over. ÍLris female r,,nrking popura-

tion i¡rcludes r¡crnen past the child-bearing ages. Hence, the data

are to a certain degree contamj_nated þr an unJ<nown r:roporL.ion of

\¡¡crnen v¡Lrose participation in the rabor:r force has verlz rittle
effect on fertiliQz, It is possible that these limitations of

clata may Ï¡ave affected the anount of variance explained. perhaps

wi-th im.oroved operationalization of the va-riabres, and v¡hen tLre

relevant data are available, the exrrlanatory po\ryer of the

¡rcstulated rnodel r,¡culd be i¡reeased.
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APPENDIX

l To maintain comparability of data, the counties
whose boundaries were changed from 1951 to rgTL were deleted
from the analysis. The countìes not included ín the
statistical analyses are listed below:

I

i Argenteuil
i Bagot

Beauce
r Chambly

Deux Montagnes
Frontenac
Labelle

; Laprairie
i Matane
Ì Megantic
i MonLcalm
i nicfrelieu

Rimouski
Shefford
St. Hyacinthe
St. Maurice
Temiscouata
Terrebonne
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